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Teachers Point To Evils Of Segregated Schools
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Segregated Schools

The Shelby Democratic club
heard a political speech by Ross
GALLATIN, Tenn. — Under
Among high state officials
Pritchard during a meeting
By M. L. REID
satisfactory level, and 79 faila blue sky, amid an estimated attending were Mrs. C. Frank
last Monday night at Univered," states the Commercial
5,000 enthusiastic Tennesseans, Scott, Greg O'Rear, Secretary
(First
In
Series)
sal Life Insurance building. He
Appeal.
Frank G. Clement asked vot- of State Joe Carr, William
told of the Wall Street Jour- A strange mixture of hurt,
ers to award him the highest Parkham, Adj. Gen. Van NunHIDDEN TROUBLE
nal contacting him by tele- pity, embarrassment, anger
public office in the state by ally, Keith Hampton, Dr. R. H.
"The
phone to interview him be- and gladness swept through was 556.city-wide median score
electing him governor for the Hutchesan and others.
The merian for white
cause it was believed that he the Negro community last Satthird time.
Before spelling out his 10teachers employed was 597 —
"is the first white Southern urday after a news story, ac- above
Ten years ago he stood on point program, Clement invitaverage — while the
Candidate to write a civil credited to E. C. Stimbert, suthe same spot of the town's ed the audience to be his
median for Negro teachers emrights plank in his platform" perintendent of Memphis pub- ployed
square to start his successful guests at "my inauguration in
was 483."
since Reconstruction Days.
lic schools, appeared in the
race to the governor's seat. Nashville next January and to
The Negro teacher delegaPritchard thanked the club Commercial Appeal.
He prefaced his 30-minute visit me at the Governor's
tion said while some of the
for endorsing him. He said he The superintendent w a a Negro teachers and students
oeech with a brief account of residence."
le historical significance of 10-POINT PROGRAM
believes that organizing block credited with saying that are equal in all respects to
workers, to ring door bells is "wide differences
between sonic of the whites, we will adallatin — reviewed his two01 To guarantee every determ record as governor of serving state student an opthe most effective way to cam- performances in the classroom mit that we are below the
paign.
of white and Negro students level of the whites, generally
the state before launching into portunity to obtain higher edhis 10-point platform, which ucation; increase teachers' salHe said he did not believe and teachers" were revealed. speaking. But let us look at
''I
in dirty politics and added,
The statement was reported to the hidden troubles.
was punctuated with thunder- aries; TV educational proous applause.
have done my home work. I have been made during "his (1) Questionable screening
grams,
have compiled a 600-page report to the Memphis Board methods of teacher recruitHis message was carried (2) To improve facilities and
tion. They are, from left.
throughout the state over 35 service in the field of mental AGENCY INSTITUTE —
Mourelle. manager, G. Ged- loose-leaf note book of Cliff of Education — a summary of ment (no principal choice.) InThese four persons were acS. W. Walker. manager Pilthe city school system's first ferior teachers from Mississiradio stations.
des Willis Life Insurance co., Davis records.
nealth.
Pritchard said, "It appears year of operation on an inte- ppi and other states are hired
Clement said he was going (3) To establish a commis- tive during the past two grim Life Insurance co. AlNew Orleans, and H. A.
to keep his campaign on a sion to deal with the problems weeks in the Sixth Annual bany, Ga.; Malcolm L. Coy. Caldwell, agency director, that this is going to be a low- grated basis."
by the Board of Education
"high level" just before he of aged in the area of hous- Agency Institute sponsored
rin. CLU. district manager, Universal Life Insurance co., blow campaign. However, the
Score of local Negro public when qualified teachers here
at Fisk university by the Great Lakes Mutual, Flint.
said that some of his oppo- ing, medicare.
dean of the institute.
only low-blow I am going to school teachers expressed both in Memphis are denied jobs.
nents (whom he did not call (4) To expand service in National Insurance associaMich.; Mrs. Morsitha Deuse against Davis is his record. shock and embarrassment at (2) Apathy on part of the
by name) were going to dig public health.
I am not going to win this what they termed "Mr. Stim- Board — heretofore accounted
up old political deeds and mis- (5) To improve and expand
election in a smoky back bert's blanket indictment" for lagging Negro performancdeed "just to fool you. But, I state highways
room, I am going to win it in which they called "unfair" to es.
invite and urge you to analyze (6) To speed up industrial
living-rooms and on lawns." leave it hanging with a "fair (3) Other than principals"
my record of six years as gov- development
The Shelby County Demo- explanation of why Negro appointments, Negro personnel
ernor at which I will stand (7) To continue welfare procratic club elected Jesse Turn- teachers and pupils are below could not advance until recentbut not lean."
er and Atty. Russell Sugar- the classroom performances ly.
grams
le then leveled a blast at (8) To expand the services of
mon to seek a seat on the of whites."
(4) Lack of supervision on
opponents (William Farris the Youth Guidance program
State Democratic Committee. CAUSE AND EFFECT
crucial junior and high school
teachers
called
of
of Memphis and P. Rudy Olgi- (9) To abide by the laws
Hundreds
run
for
the
Also
elected
to
levels.
Registration for the annual
ati of Chattanooga) of whom which call for reapportionment
Women's Missionary Retreat County Democratic Committee the Tri State Defender's office
Vocational
educational
he said "the truth is about as (10) To expand services for ATLANTA. GEORGIA —
at Owen •-college is set /or were Rev. Alexander Gladney, to express their views of Stim- sprogram
p(5)
e ts
lacking in many resafe as a carrot with a rabbit." hospitalization for indigents. The Student Nonviolent Coor4 p.m.,' Sunday, July 1 in president of the club, George bert's statement. Concensus of
Minutes before this stateRoger Williams hall.
•
Holloway, and Thaddeus T. the teachers' displeasure indi- (6) No critic teachers.
Clements concluded h i a dinating Committee has colment he said: "I do not come message with:
The retreat, which is spon- Stokes. It was also announced cated mostly that they (7) Poor testing programs
ected over 8,000 books as part
here to discuss personalities " . . . we shall meet and of its "Books For Miles Colsored by the Department of that two women would be en- thought "in all fairness Mr. for migrant pupil placement.
or to engage in petty political solve these problems. We shall
Leadership Education of the couraged by the club to run Stimbert should have given a (8) No professional library
lege" drive.
bickering." He then said of his turn the milstones of criticism
Tennessee Missionary and Ed- for a position on the Women's "cause and effect" statement or service at Board of Educacollected from
books,
The
two opponents "they use half- into stepping stones of proucational Convention, will con- Democratic State Committee. to prevent the entire faculties tion.
college campuses,
tru th s, misrepresentations gress. We shall, together, make Northern
tinue through Monday.
The first appointment the and student bodies of all the (9) No homogenous groupand inuendos, at which they of a great Tennessee, a great- weigh over eight tons. The
After enrollment and din- new president, Rev. Gladney, Negro schools from suffering ing until recently.
books drive was begun in April
are experts."
ner at the college, a program made after taking office was unmitigating embarrikssment.
(10) No guidance programs
er Tennessee."
after Birmingham city officials
has been planned for Bloom- the naming of Thaddeus T. A delegation of teachers told until recently.
refused to let the college conDefender
"if
the
ERS
the
Tri
State
public
(11) Inadequate number of
field Baptist church at 7:30 p. Stokes. chairman of the
duct a fund drive in the Negro
Negro teacher and pupil were Negro supervisors.
m.. Sunday. The Rev. Eugene committee.
community. Earlier, Birmingon the same achievement level (12) No Board of Education
Waller will be the speaker.
ham officials had cut off the
as the white teacher and stu- interest in on-the-job trainTheme of the retreat is
city's support of a federal surdent then it would be the ing (distributive education).
"Witnessing for Christ through
retaliaplus food program, in
greatest slander against the (Next: "The Negro Student
the Home, Church, throughout
white students and teachers In Memphis Public Schools).
tion against a Negro boycott of 0. Z. Evers, who became the World."
downtown stores.
the center of controversy sevwho have always received the
Enrollment is open to all
albooks
have
best facilities, books, equip"Over 2,000
eral years ago while seeking women workers in the church,
ready been delivered," SNCC to run for the City Commis- particularly members of the
ment, libraries and pay availMiss Lorraine D. Petties, a able when Negroes were allotThe Memphis Branch of the Chairman Charles McDew said. sion, has declared his candi- Missionary Society, Young
NAACP has elected eight del- "We have almost six tons of dacy for the office of Clerk of Women and Young Matrons' former student at Owen col- ed the sub-standards in all
lege, received honorable men- areas."
egates to the 53rd National books in our Atlanta office Shelby Comity. Ie filed his Auxiliaries.
tion in the 35th Annual Soap 0 n e prominent educator
Convention of the NAACP to waiting shipment to Birming- qualifyiag papers with the
Persons wishing further inSculpture competition spon- said: "If Negro teachers and
be held in Atlanta, July 2-8. ham."
County Election Commission formation,
contact
retreat
sored by the National Soap students' equalled the whites
They are J. H. Turner, presiMiles college needs the books Monday morning.
president, Mrs. K. M. Terrell,
Sculpture committee, for her in their intelligence level, it
The "Unity Committee," a
dent; Mrs. Maxine A. Smith, to meet Southern Association In 1959 Evers campaigned at 361 Beale.
bust of "Mr. Magoo."
would be the greatest exag- recently formed Negro Politiexecutive secretary; Mrs. Al- requirements, "We were de- for Fire and Police CommisOther retreat officers are:
place
first
was
Petties
Miss
gerated compliment ever paid cal Action group, lost no time
zada Clark, Mrs. Fred Os- termined." McDew said, "that sioner, however he was dis- Mrs. B. L. Estes, vice presiin blasting "Negro Community
borne, Mrs. E. J. Washington, Miles college students should qualified on account of being dent: Mrs. J. B. Webb, vice winner in the recent soap a Negro teacher."
sponcompetition
sculpture
Superintendent Stimbert is Leaders" during a meeting
Mrs. C. L. Thomas, W. H. not suffer because they be- five weeks short •of the five president of women; M r s.
deHumanities
the
last
by
sored
Tuesday (June 19).
reported to have said in the
years' residence required by Pearl Clark, secretary; Mrs.
Johnson and F. R. Kilpatrick. lieve in human dignity."
A release statement by the
story "I have no answer for
Members of the legal staff SNCC collected most of the law. During the time he was G. W. Tyus, assistant secre- partment of Owen college.
jr., was the these problems, the first step committee stated:
and other Branch members books through the Northern employed as a postal railway tary; Mrs. N. M. Watson, treas- R. B. Hooks,
J. WILLARD BOWDEN
winner and in solving them, though, is "In the past a handful of
will also be present.
Student Movement, an associa- mail clerk, a job he had held urer; Mrs. J. D. Lewis, song local second place
Mrs. Velma Shtunpert won the getting them into the open." leaders in the Negro commuThe Memphis Youth Coun- tion of civil right groups loca- more thn four years.
leader; Mrs. S. O. Ragsdale,
Group It is said that "his figureg nity have dominated our decil of the NAACP has elected ted on college campuses. Among About three months after pianist; Mrs Ethel Crittenden, third place certificate in
revealed that white students cisions in political affairs.
three delegates, Gregory the schools contributing to the the 1959 Aug. 2 election, Ev- assistant pianist, Mrs. Leatha
"B" winners in the surpass national norms in all Now the Negro is exercising
Grice, Miss Ruth Elaine Lee, drive were: Connecticut Col- ers was dismissed from his Young, chairman of program; Group
Owen college contest were grades and most major sub- his right of citizenship and asand Andy Boyd.
lege For Women, Ohio Wes- postal job because he was ac- Mrs. M. J. Owen, co-chairman
Bettie Culpepper, Miss jects while Negroes failed to suming a greater role of indiSome of the highlights of eyan university, Trinity col- used of violating the Hatch of program; Mrs. Ada Nelson, Miss
Dorothy Bradford and Miss make their marks in any but vidual responsibility."
the Convention include the lege, Lehigh university, Yale Act. The case is reported to promotional secretary; Mrs. M.
Ethel Myles.
"The Unity Committee will
the first four grades."
appearance of Dr. Martin Lu- unversity, Sarah Lawrence un- be still pending in the Fedeeal Garrett, financial sectretary;
be organized in every ward
1954 RULING
and Miss M. M. Dulaney, dether King, Jr. and comedian iversity, the College, of New Court of Claims.
The delegation of teachers and precinct of our communiDick Gregory at the Freedom Rochelle, New Haven college, Evers, owner of a Pest Ex- votional leader.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — A
told the Tri State Defender ty. We expect to support canManhattanville college, terminating company, is marformer resident of Memphis, Fund Dinner, and the closing
"we
should thank Mr. Stim- didatse because of their own
Swarthmore college, the Uni- ried to the former Dorothy
The Tennessee Voters' Coun- bert for at Last — admitting ruerits and not because we
J. Willard Bowden, became address by Roy Wilkins, exDelaware, and Del- Lee Hatchett of Cotton Plant,
of
versity
ecutive
secretary.
cil discussed plans of organiz- publicly that he — in effect — have been told by a select few.
the first Negro to be appointArk. They are the parents of
State college.
ing every county in the state agrees with the ruling of the Our goal is to unite in throwed to the City Beer Board, The Memphis Branch for the aware
two sons, Ovell, 9, Kenneth, 7;
L.H.
President
college
Miles
resecond
straight
year
will
to get-out-the vote, during a U. S. Supreme Court's 1954 ing off the shackles of political
last week. He was appointed
SNNC officials that and three daughters, Portia 11,
told
Pitts
ceive
the
Thalheimer
Award
Jackson last Satur- Ruling that separate educa- slavery."
by Mayor Ben West and conGwendolyn, 8, and Sherri, 5. The 31st Ward Civic club meeting in
as one of the nation's two "your work and interest are
went on record as supporting day.
firmed by the city council.
More than 50 business, civic
tional systems in Memphis is
Crystal
The
Evers
live
at
3018
not only a contribution to Miles
the endorsement of Frank One of the main items dis- unequal. These inequalities and religious leaders are reBowden is a supervisor of most oustanding branches.
whole Amer- ave.
our
College
but
to
Clement
for
governor;
a
n
d
che local branch of the Unicussed was the candidacy of have long been recognized by ported to have attended the
ican society."
Lewis Taliaferro for congress- Atty. Alexander Looby, of Negro teachers but not — ap- meeting held in the Masonic
versal Life Insurance comAnyone wishing to contriman from the Ninth District, Nashville, who will seek a parently — by the Board of Hall on Carnes ave.
pany. He is president of
bute books to the drive may
according to a news release, state judgeship during this Education. Pandora's Box has
Davidson County Democratic
Chairman of the new orsend them to Miles College,
League, Inc.
earlier this week.
election.
at last opened, so that every- ganization is Rev. J. C. Rich5500 Avenue G., Birmingham 8,
President of the club, Mrs. More than 200 attended. The body can see how the evil ardson, 1579 Orr st., who is
A native of Dickson, he
Alabama, or to the Atlanta
taught school there six years
James Carter, 1400 Rozelle st., next meeting will be a region- dual system has done irrepar- secretary of the AME Minister
Auburn
SNCC office at 135
is accredited with this state- al workshop designed to get able damage to the Negro Alliance and pastor of a Methafter graduating from Lane
BUFFALO — Willard H. ment:
college and Fisk university.
The Berclair Civic club en- Avenue.
odist church. Vice chairman is
out the vote. The date for the teacher and student.
Meinecke, 45-year-old Buffalo "We feel that Mr. Clement meeting was not set.
Known throughout the state dorsed the candidacy of Frank
Stimbert's report indicated Rev. L. A. Blake, 1980 E.
in political circles, he is also Clement and Lewis Taliaferro cently formed Unity Commit- milling , executive, has been is the best qualified man in
From Memphis attending — reportedly — "Much of the Person ave., pastor of New
appointed Deputy Director of the race to serve this state as were Rev. Alexander Gladney, fault lies in the quality of Salem Baptist church; and
a member of Frontiers Inter- during a meeting last week, tee.
Ethiopia
Mission
the
national club. He and his two according to the president, President Cole said "Mr. Talof the governor. Senator Taliaferro Atty. A. W. Willis, Atty. Rus- teaching Negro students re- Haywood Gaines, 562 Gillis
sons, Anthony 7, and Bernard, Claude Cole, 5029 Wilburn st. iferro is well known and pre- U. S. Agency for International has served his political ap- sell Sugarman, Mrs. Johnnie ceive. Of 95 Negro applicants rd., will be co-ordinator of poll
6, live with his parents, Mr. Main speaker during the pared for higher office because Development, AID Adminis- prenticeship in the legislature Mae Peters, Mrs. Gertrude who Look the Natienal Teach- workers. He is president of
and Mrs. John R. Bowden, 344 meeting was Rev. C. L. Rich- of his fine work in the State trator Fowler Hamilton an- where he made an outstand- Turner, Howard Jackson, and ers' Examination
recently, local 17111 Brotherhood
21st Ave., North.
nounced.
ing record,
only 16 scored at or above a Railway clerks.
ardson, chairman of the re- Senate."
others.
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JULY 3 IS THE LAST DAY TO REGISTER TO VOTE! IS YOUR NAME ON THE BOOK?
•REGISTER TODAY- NEW SHELBY COUNTY COURT HOUSE - POPLAR AT SECOND, MONDAY
THRU FRIDAY - 8:30 - 5 P.M.
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Executive On College Board

StO4StOPS

EAST CHICAGO, Ind. —
Frederick G. Jaicks, vice president of steel manufacturing
for Inland Steel Company, has
been appointed to the Advisory Board of Lay Trustees of
Saint Joseph's College Calumet Center, 4721 Indianapolis
blvd. here.
Selection of Mr. Jaicks was
announced by the Rev. Henry
J. Martin, C.PP.S., dean and
director of the Calumet Region's only four-year, degree-

day"

AT JOHN GASTON
Conner.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin GraHOSPITAL:
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby L. ham, 1897 Keltner pl.; boy,
Jun* 16
Hughes, 15 W. Fay; boy, Rick- Deryl Wayne.
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Hayes,
Mr. and Mrs. George Ed- ey Lee.
wards, 9 W. Raines, boy, Ken- Mr. and Mrs. Alexander C. 1428 Lyceum; boy, Derrick
Miller, 850 Porter; girl, Tina Keith.
neth A udrian
Mr. and Mrs. Rozell Hughes,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Marie.
Owens, 854 W. Montgomery*, Mr. and Mrs. Clordell War- 1577 Victor; twins: boy, Reginer, 1772 Hunter; boy, Anth- na]; girl, Regina.
lry, Rickey Pershun.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew NunMr. and Mrs. James Carbin, ony Dwayne.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh D. Jones, ley, 990-H LeMoyne dr.; girl,
1085 Holmes; girl, Andrea.
1052
Greenwood; boy, Hugh Vickie Lynne.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse J. Kizer,
D. jr.
283 Jones; boy, Jerry Lee.
Mr.
and Mrs. Willie I. Jef- Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lewis,
Mr .and Mrs. Johnny L. Marferson,
664 Regent; boy Mich- 691 Marble; girl, Phyllis M'tin, 854 LeMoyne mall; boy,
Shelle.
ael
Anthony.
Vincent Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Gray,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Eddie
H.
Mr, and Mrs. Elmore Alex791 Winton; boy, Gregory.
ander, 348 N. Manassas; girl, Grandberry, 1281 Edith; girl, June 22
Cheryl Denise.
Geneva Boyd.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Hol.141nO 17
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert O. 287 Modder; girl, Vanessa lingsworth, 256 Paulina cl.;
West; boy, Anthony.
McBride, 1656 Humber; boy, Yvette.
Juni 211
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Sevier,
Rickey Retitus.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Adell, 2410 LaPaloma; boy, Eddie.
Mr. and Mrs. Saul W. ToIston, 273 Gaston; .boy, Dennis 4826 Dodd rd.; girl, Cindy Ann. Mr. and Mrs. Clarence HamMr. and Mrs. Matthew Ne- ilton, 1605 Kansas; boy, Vicotr
Purnell.
. Mr.. and Mrs. Will H. liar- vills, 1195 Merchant; girl, Darodus.
Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Evans,
rtscfp,: ern Curry; boy, Dar- Teresa
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Jones, 1408 S. Orleans; girl, Avis
ryl„
BIKE WINNERS — M. DarMr and Mrs. Fred Coleman, 1586 Britton; girl, Theodore Bernice.
Mr. and Mrs. William H. rell Thornton, 11, and Sly90 Georgia; boo. Stephen Ar- Gail.
Mr. and Mrs. John Jones, 444 Franklin, 705 Vollentine; boy, vester Sartor, 12, at right,
ne/
were winners of the fop
M r and Mrs. Robert Bra- Jenson rd; girl, Belinda Faye. Dewayne:.
two prizes in a Fishing RodeD,.1288 Gaither; girl, Nich- Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Law- Mr. and Mrs. Cornell Lin- deo
sponsored recently at
rence, 811 N. Second; .boy, L. son, 1039 N. Seventh; boy.
elle -Yvette.
Barbee's Lake on Horn Lake
Marcus Carvell.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Tug- E. Jr.
gle, 839 S. Wellington; boy, Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Bur- Mr. and Mrs. Eddie B.
nett, 2029 Amity; girl, Cyn- Cooper, 1205 Texas; girl, SheiRobert Lee.
la Denise.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Sel- thia.
ler's, 2690 Spottswood; boy, Mr. and Mrs. Will Cox, 233 Mr. and Mrs. Russell WalCambridge; girl, Claudette ton, 819 S. Orleans; boy, DerDenwood Edward.
rick Keith.
Mr. and Mrs. Hosea Hill, Marcella.
1409 Silver; girl, mace Dal- Mr. and Mrs. John Turnage, Mr. and Mrs. James E. Wil- SEATTLE — A survey of
220 Tillman, Apt. 4; girl, liams, 1373 E. Trigg; girl, Deb- Seattle World's Fair visitors
veste,
ra Denise.
shows that nearly 90 per cent
Mr. and Mrs. Norwell H. Cathy Marie.
spend no more money than
Thomas, 885 Mason; boy,
expected, and that three out
Louis Alexander.
of four visitors plan to return
Mr. and Mrs. James D. Cook,
to the Fair.
366 Lucy, a boy.
Part of a continuing survey
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie R. Wells,
to determine the likes and dis1Z71, Empire; boy, Antonio.
likes of fairgoers, the figures
Juno 18
represent interviews with 395
r. .and Mn. Roosevelt
persons over a recent 10-day
Gray, 489 Buntyn; girl, Gloria
period.
Dean.
By EDGAR T. STEWART special letters of Introduction
Mr. and Mrs. Roy C. Adams,
Dr. Jane Ellen McAllister, from any ministry.
sory.
274 W. Fields; boy, Cedric
education department head at To use her own words, "I Japan has the highest literRenee.
teacher
need
them.
As
a
didn't
Jackson State college, Jackson,
acy rate in Asia and is among
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd L. FonMiss., has returned from a trip I was welcomed everywhere by the five most literate countries
dro,,n,.4&) Tillman; boy, Calvin
around the world. During the other teachers. They showed in the world. Its economy is
Earl.
tour she visited school systems me what they were doing and booming and it ranks fifth in
3dr. and Mrs. Moses Johntold me Why they were doing industrial might.
in many lands.
s*. 2520 Deadrick; a girl.
While in Africa, she saw it
The accent in the Philippines
-Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Hudschools in Monrovia, Accra and Here are a few of the doc- is on education for citizenship
soli, 79 Wisconsin; boy, Victor
Lagos. She took a look also at tor's findings that might inter- and democracy.
the educational systems of Asia est the general public.
In Jordan she noticed young
.Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Posey, in such
places as Bangkok and In Turkey the emphasis is people were hungry for such
LeMoyne dr.; girl. Jac- Tokyo,
and many places in the n literacy and democracy, with courses as medicine,_ engineerq deline Renee.
Middle East,
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Hill, Dr. McAllister recently wrote thuch work on adult literacy. ing, and agriculture rather than
The nation offers equal oppor- the arts.
324 Tillman; boy, Sylvester an article on her findings in
tunities for all and look for India longs for spiritual rathArlen jr.
"Overview," the magazine for talent wherever they can find er than material values, she
Mr. and Mrs. Frankie J. educational executives, under
it.
found.
Allen, 487 Wilburn; boy, the title, "What are Schools
In Burma, though there are The one central problem of
Frankie Joe Jr.
For?"
many different peoples — In- the countries she visited were
Juno - 11
She did not represent an of- dians, Chinese, Tibets and Thais books, globes and other tools
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Hardy, ficial agency or department of along
with the Burmese, Bur- of education. A new national111rFills; boy, Willie Jr.
our government. She had no mese and English are compul- ism is ,weeping each society.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Coleman, 857 Majestic; boy, Randy
Robin.
Mr. and Mrs. Lark Jones,
11112. Gabay: a boy.
Mt. and Mrs. Willie Hammond, 1388 Texas; boy, Mack

SATEIR

-p

•
•
granting college. Irving
Lewin, East Chicago busine.
man, is president of the Sea.
Joseph's board.
A member of the Lay Ad•
visory board of directors ut
Katherine House an East Chicago settlement house. Jafek:,
was twice chairman of t h
fund raising campaign of the
East Chicago Community chest.
He is a director of the Indiana
Manufacturer's Association and
the Northwest Indiana Crime

Starts SUNDAY!
JULY I
3 BIG DAYS 3
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rd. and making the awards
in center is Rufus Jones,
president of the sponsoring
Negro Junior Chamber of
Commerce. T h e bicycles
were donated by the Omnibus 100 club and the Jay-

cees. Darrel caught 29 fish,
while Sylvester pulled 42
out of the water. Some 500
children entered the Rodeo
at which 70 prises were presented to winners.
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NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

Educator Reports On
Trip Around World

Boiled *9gs—both soft and hard
toe* bolter if th•y ore crewally mmmered insieod of boiled.

:MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
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Kroger Has
TO BE MARRIED — The
engagement of Miss Ethel
M. Ford to Gerald Burdette,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Burdette of Stamps, Ark.,
has been announced by her
father, Henry Ford, of 1336
Florida st., The couple will
be married at Metropolitan
Baptist church on Sunday.
July 7. Miss Ford is a grad.
uate of Booker T. Washington High school and is a
stenographer at Fort Knox.
The prospective bridegroom
attended Texas Southern
universPty and is stationed
at Fort Knox.

LOWER
PRICES
plus Top Value Stamps!

FRYERS

U.S. Govt.
Inspected
Grade"A"

BO
4111
AN
•

lb.25
'

Roast
lb.69'
Chuck Steaks
lb.49°
Pork Steaks°;:::::(... ib.49°
Sliced Bacon
BeneiTeEsNiDERAY

Boston Roll ...

Tenderay
Choice

F
15c Size

RifirCROWN
MEN'S POMADE

KK\ARIITPIC ...lb.49
°

Coke

When You Buy

CROWN
HAIR DRESSING

est your pslsd pere tor eat.
ROy84 Crowe
'roamed hair
Royal Crowe
Paola* to, 'owe
Bea Onstens for worrwri at *reg.
Bed ver,417 and reewsi Oand
ties ewes &we •••

_
EASTERN STAR Baptist
church was the scene of this
Tons Thumb wadding on
Sunday. June 17. Music was
by Omar Robinson and Miss
Cynthia Ann Bowers. who
gay* an instrumental solo.
Members of the cast were
Jo nny Goings. minister:
Hattie Lou Nabors. bride:
Roddy Goings, groom; Jean
Young, mother of the bride:
Aaron James. jr.. father:
James Williams. best man,
and flower girls Patricia
Ann Bellows, Brenda James.
Denise Holbrook, Carolyn
Norton. Antita Sartin, Tonya Bailey and LaTonya
House. Others were Clotee
Nabors, Sylvia Pamplist,

Beverly Jones, Sylvia Nabors, Elizabeth Holbrook'
and Sylvia Braswell, maids.
Calvin Bonds and Alphonso

PrIce-.
ushers. The wedding was directed by Mrs. Audrey L.
Taliafarro. (Stansbury Photo)

Mr. Businessman

YOU TOO
Can Be Modern
Join The

additional purchase

Tuna
Cheese
Biscuit
Biscu
Kroger Catsup
Kroger Saltines

CASE89

3 :nzs. 99'
69'
3 :a% 25c
2 390
•
9'

Three Diamond
Solid Pack, Light Meat

Windsor
Club

2-lb.
loaf

Pillsbury
_ Sweetmilk or Buttermilk
its

bottles

With coupon and $5.00
1-lb.
Additional Purchase . . box

CROWD OF DISTINCTION

By Opening A

11ECKING
0,1
ACCOUNT
AT
TRI-STATE BANK

MR. ARTHUR WOOTEN
Own•r 01 Woot•n'• Food C•nr•r, 2075
N.dra °SIDS 0,, TrI.Stot• Bonk lor
Bankin g n••ds, wh•r• h• iec•I••:

GILBEY§

C

<Ornp1•1•, COUrt•OUN orld conflii•ntlal
banking

..,nice hom his 4ri•nds.

EXTRA BANKING HOURS-3 to 6 P.M. FRIDAYS

the world agrees on'Gilbey's,please'!"

., ..
.,,

dilbey's Distilled London On con 90 Not 100% Gram Neutral Witt W g A
1Plbey.110..Glocmnati, 0. Dotributed by National Distillers Products Company

Goings, ringbearers, a n d
Harold Skipper. Clyde Goings. Roberson Banks, Garry Ballard and James Banks,

or
ri yelir ae Ily'es:avo
popular-priced1
drirnikts•
sift

386 BEALE STREET

10415lf ME ON LOT UST 011 SANK
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
i

Watermelons 69'
.29,
Red
Ripe
Ea.

Home Grown ftE Yellow Sweet
Peaches...
Corn .....
,-2 Ibt.

(

yu t.0 A LE
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inCler

COKES Cos. 89

plus
dep,

or your fornily.• &ratite soh
drink, with thit C oupon and
$5.00 additional purchase, exeluding tobacco, Wed., July 4.
Limit One.
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Showboat
Pork&Beans
""10'

g-rlocjer

VALUABLE
COUPON

KROGER SALTINE

CRACKERS

9'

with this coupon and $5.00
additional purcha••, •xcludin g
tobacco, through W•d., July A.
Limit One.
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Henry Collins Gets
•
4iDOWN FRONT! Law Degree At FAMU

AD47;frsTARG isl

•

•

I Left Side

Memphian To Teach
Mathematics In
African School

BTW Graduates
On AP Duty In
Japan, Spain

Mrs. Huth 1. Ceding of 979
eoes••••••••••••••••••••*****•••4
Clack pi. has returned home
THE QUESTION IS BEING Clement backers, the Cliff Da- after apantliag nearly three
ASKED — Why did one of vis boosters trying to stop weeks in Tallahassee, Fla.
the co-chairmen of the Vol- the Lewis Taliaferro support- While than she witnessed
.101111 If. HARRIS
ttnteer Committee stay-away ers. The Ross Pritchard war - the graduation of her son
John Hollister Harris, 21, of
from the first meeting of the horses are trying to override Henry A. Coltina, jr., fron,
904 McDowell, who received
Committee since the political his opponents. Never before Florida A•kNI university with
the bachelor of science degree
campaign got underway? His has the Negro vote been di- the degree of baehelor of law:,
at LeMoyne college last Two Booker T. Washington
eloquent voice was not heard rected into so many paths as Att. Collins was awardeu
month, is now at the Univer- graduates have arrived at
sity of California at Berkeley overseas bases for duty with
resounding through-out the in the current campaign.
several honors which included
Meeting place.'Did somebody LEWIS TALIAFERRO is the valuable and expensive law
where he is undergoing a two- the U.S. Air Force.
month training period in pregoof?
Airman Third class Richard
most personable congressional books as a start on his lay,
paration for an overseas post L. Haymore, 21, arrived •t
LAST WEEK there were candidate in the race, It ap- library.
with the Peace Corps.
the Misawa Air base in Japan
a lot of inquiries about who pears to be paying off. Voters He entered law school after
Following the training peri- for duty with a Pacific Air
was behind the Citizens For like candidates who are grass attending Lincoln -university
od, Harris will be sent to Gha- Force unit.
Unity group. The area of in- root campaigners. Moreover and receiving his undergraduna where he will teach math- Airman Second class Claude
fllience of the group is Bing- Taliaferro has enough news- ate degree from FAMU. His
ematics in one of the schools J. Johnson, a 1960 graduate
hampton, which is the area paper clippings, letters and wife, Mrs. Marie Collins, Is
in which 0. Z. Evers resides. other literature about his pub- the librarian at the university.
GIFT FOR LEMOYNE — A check is G. L. Schaffer, divi- there. He is the son of Mr. and of Booker T. Washington high.
school, has been assigned to
$5000 check representing a sional vice president of Uni- Mrs. James Harris.
NASHVILLE IS THE POLI- lic record to start a small li- Atty. Collins will return to
While in training, Harris the Moron Air base in Spain
CAL MECCA to which brary. — of which he should Memphis to take the bar exmatching grant from the
versal C.I.T. Credit corporastudy Ghana's economy, with a unit of Strategic Air
any pilgrimages are being be proud, because all of the amination this month, but he
C.I.T. Foundation is ace•plaid
tion at 2200 Union ave., will
made by local politicos. How- literature points favorably to has not announced in which
by President Hullis F. Price. Memphis. Dr. Price said the geography, culture and tradi- Command.
Airman Haymore is the ifah.
ever few miracles are being his record.
right, for LeMoyne college. $5.000 grant was matched tions and the Ghanian system
city he will practice.
of Mrs. Ethel Haymore of 9511
wrought by the trips.
The foundation is an affi- by an equal amount In local of education.
THE NEW PASTOR at Cen- MRS. DINKINS HONORED
The first Peace Corps volun- Texas at. Airman Johnson's
E C. STIMBERT, superin- tenary Methodist church, Rev. While on the university
liate of C.1 T Financial cor- and area gifts. (Withers
teers, 51 secondary school parents are Mr. and Mr6,
tendent of Memphis City James Lawson, shoved off on campus, Mrs. Collins was
poration and presenting the Photo)
teachers, were sent to Ghana. Claude Johnson of 1570 Ely at
schools, is not the most popu- his new pastorate with great among the guests invited to
Now, Ghana has requested at Both men are air policemen.
lar person in the school sys- vigor. We wish him good luck. a dinner by the president, Dr.
least 80 more.
tem since his report about the
and Mrs. G. W. Gore, jr.
David Ivra, a LeMoyne grad"low level" of both Negro
Another guest at the dinner
uate of 1957, has been wills
teacher and pupil. Perhaps Mr. LONDON — (UPI) — What was Mrs. Almedia Burwell ATTY. H. A. COLLINS, JR.
the
Peace Corps one year and
Stimbert is trying to point up is a go-kart?
Dinkins, mother of Dr. C. L. The graduation
is stationed in West Pakistan.
address was Local Beauticians 18 I
the sins of segregated schools. "I think," said lawyer Leo- Dinkins, president of Owen
given by Dr. Whitney M. More than 40 beauticians
Since he is the titular head nard Bromley in court, "that college, who was there to reYoung, jr., executive director and their friends left here last
of the school system, and in it could be described as a dis- ceive one of the two special
of the National Urban League week bound for Detroit on a
face of his published report, it embodied but not disembowel- diamond anniversary awards.
in New York City.
chartered bus to attend the
is his moral obligation to take ed motor-car. It is a very funconvention of the National
the lead in fighting, vocally damental form of motor veKNOXVILLE — In preparPoro association in that city
and openly for total integra- hicle."
ation for a 90-day voter regisfrom June 23-27.
CHICAGO —Robert F. Kdtition of all city schools, start- The judge said he was imThe convention was sche- tration campaign in the Deep
pressed, but refused to grant
nedy, attorney general of the;
ing in September.
duled to get off to a start on South, staff members of the
Bromley's
to
plea
ban
go-kart
U. S., will address the fortyNEVER HAVE SO MANY
Saturday morning with a Mad Student Nonviolent CoordinNASHVILLE — During the second convention of the NaBATTLES BEEN FOUGHT on racing near a private lake. The
ating Committee and other
Hatters'
breakfast
at
the
Lelawyer
had claimed the goone field. To list a few —
college students participated recent annual Graduation ban- tional Insurance Association,i;
land hotel.
quet, members of the Nash- in Los Angeles, July 26, Theohere are Bill Farris backers karts' noise would upset trout
The delegates boarded the in a Highlander Voter Educa- ville chapter of Co-Ettes. Inc., dore A. Jones, NIA president,
.ing battle with the Frank in the lake.
bus here at lonia's Poro School tion workshop June 4 - 9.
After formulating plans and presented a $100 check to the announced this week.
President Hollis F. Price of more important differences of Beauty at 748 Williams ave.
clarifying
goals, the campaign- Nashville branch of the NA- The attorney general will
Mrs. Ruby Bankhead is
LeMoyne college returned to than those of race,
AV
creed or
including
ers,
veterans of ACP and one for $50 to the speak at the President's Bansiness manager for the group.
the campus of his alma mater, color. For this leadership,
for
sit-ins, re- United Negro College Fund. quet, traditional highlight of
Freedom
and
rides,
business manager for the
Amherst College, last Sunday this courage, with
The presentations were the Convention.
pride we
immediately
turned
to Jackto accept an honorary LID. salute you."
group.
made by Miss Rita Claiborne, Chief executive officers 'ts/
and
Albany,
Miss.,
Ga.,
son,
degree. He was among nine Dr. Price was
graduated
other rural South sections to "Miss Co-Ette 1961-62," and 50 Negro-owned life insurance
persons honored by the col- from Amherst in
Miss Clevonne Watkins, thrid companies comprising NIA,
1927.
put their plans into action.
lege.
The honorary degree from
"By the end of the summer," runner-up for the title, during and past presidents of the asDean Rusk, Secretary of Amherst was his
said Robert Moses, leader of festivities in Elliott dining sociation will be honored • it'
second, the
State, was speaker for the col- first coming from
Brandeis
the SNCC campaign in Missis- room on the Tennessee State the banquet at the Stetter
lege's 141st commencement in university
Hilton.
sippi, "we hope to have sev- university campus.
in 1958.
..
Amherst, Mass.
President Price has a maseral thousand people apply for Mrs. Mildred Hale Freeman,
Amherst President Calvin ter's degree
registration in t h e Delta teacher at Pearl Senior High graduates to "always believe,.
in economics
H. Plimpton, who presented from Columbia
alone."
University.
school, was principal speaker that you can achieve, for these..
the degree to President Price,
Citizenship schools for funcat the banquet. She urged is magic in believing."
said:
..
tional illiterates who need
"Pioneers have come in IPSWICH, England — (UPI) A reception for foster par- reading classes, and classes in .....0•NENNINNERNIVIVINNINm,
many varieties, but their un- — Brewery cashier Harold ents was given recently at the registration procedures were
common denominator is cour- Cooper hada robber-proof Sarah Brown branch of the planned as well as a series of
age to do the difficult. This money bag that belched smoke YWCA. It was sponsored by eight workshops for volunyou typify. As president of and he felt safe until he met the Colored Case committee of teers.
LeMoyne College in Memphis some smoke-proof robbers.
For As Little As
Children's Bureau, Inc., of
sinc4 1943, you have known Cooper wds driving to his which Alvin F. Tate is presithat denial of difference is office with the money bag con- dent
not tolerance. Through educa- taining $9,464 when two hood- Mrs. Birdie C. Lenoir pretion you have encouraged val- ed men stopped his car and sided at the program which
You Can Have One or Two Modern, Convenient Offices
preceded the reception.
The 'Youth Contest 'of the
In The Tr -State Defender Building.
id judgments which rest on tried to grab the bag.
Foster parents honored at Tennessee Regular B.M. and
the reception were Mr. and E. State Congress will close
DOCTORS • LAWYERS - BUSINESSMEN, ETC.
•
Mrs. Luther Bearden, Mr. and with a statewide Fellowship
Contact Mr. Whittier Sengstacke
Mrs. Irby Hilliard, Mr. and Tea, Monday, July 2, at the
Mrs. Oston L. Holmes, Mr. and Wonder Bread Hostess Room,
Mrs. Sam Howell, Mr. and 400 Monroe at 7:30 p.m. All
Mrs. Henry Ivory, Mr. and teenagers are asked to comIt's happy
Mrs. Andrew Kelly and Mr. pete, with the three churches
time—when Daddy calls from out of town to say good night to his two best girls. That's
raising the highest amount
and Mrs. Archie Moore.
Also Mr. and Mrs. Ben Par- over $25 being crowned teenwhat telephones are for—keeping people close, whether miles apart or just around the
ker, Mr. and Mrs. J. L. San- ager of the year.
corner. There are so many things your phone can do. Day or night. So nice to know whatders, Mrs. and Mrs. Isaac Mrs. Inez Brook, director:
Stone, Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Ter- Rev. L. A. Hamblin, general
ever your reason for calling, your phone does it
rell, Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Wil- president; Rev. A. E. Campquickly and easily.
Southern Bell
liams and Mr. and Mrs. Luke bell, Jr., youth president, Miss
Wright.
Mary Harris, secretary.

ill

Local Beauticians
Attend Poro Meet

Students Set
Robert Kennedy
Registration
To Speak At
Nashville
Teen
Goal At Confab
Chapter Gives NIA Convention

Amherst Cites Hollis
Price, Class Of 1927
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WHO WILL BE THE LUCKY
BOY? PUT YOURSELF IN
qHIS SPACE TURN PAGE
AND SEE

To NAACP,UNCF

Foster Parents
Honored During
Reception At'I"

OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
$30 MONTHLY

Youth Contest

"Penny's Waiting to Say 'Good Night"

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

JA. 6-8397

NEED
AUTO LIABILITY

INSURANCE?
Can !Mute

Be a

il"TWO MILK"

You/

Family
MODIFIED
SKIM MILK
FOR "FIGURr

WHOLE MILK
FOR
IGOR

and make

BOTH

FOREST BILL

SMALL oowN
PA.
,
(1v1E1.11SMALL. moNTilLy

PoetAcKATS

CALL US OR COME TO OUR OFFICE TODAY

ENGELBERG INSURANCE AGENCY
888 POPLAR AVE.— Phone: JA 6-0651 or JA 6-0652

Your City Owned

FAIRGROUNDS
AMUSEMENT PARK
open

SATURDAYS & SUNDAYS
2:00 P.M.
Week Days 7 P.M • Closed

INESand
LIQUORS

,**

MIDWAY LIQUORS
355 BEALE ST.

JA

74e Eca

6-9963

Zifeeold•

Mondays

ALL RIDES
10c
* SATURDAY 2 - 6 P.M. *
for Kids 12 Years and UNDER

-40 fea,t4t,6

Seitoiee"

"71 2aed Seweee 9.11

•••

Featuring - New Rides

Soot* eadtosten"

Games, Concession Stands
And the "South's Finest

IP

PHONES BRING PEOPLE TOGETHER

Kiddieland"

• FUN FOR ALL AT POPULAR PRICE •

Mixed or Whole-cases
Priced at a Saving
Ladies Invited

MIDWAY LIQUOR STORE
355 Beale St.
Memphis, Tenn.
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Levi Club Backs
Candidates

TR1 STATE

A committee in Levi has
been formed to support candidates in the August 2 election.
The Levi group is joining with
the Unity Committee (a county wide group of Negro business, civic and religious leaders) which has already endorsed a candidate for governor
and a candidate for Congress.
They are Frank Clement and
Lewis Taliaferro. Rev. J. C.
Richardson who lives at 1579 QUEEN OF CLUB — Mrs. from last year's queen.
Mrs.
Orr is chairman of the Unity Louella Boyd, center, was Lillian Jordan. right. RunCommittee.
crowned queen of the Ever. ner-up in the fund-raising
Chairman of the Levi group Ready club of Ward Chapel contest to Mrs.
Boyd was
is David Pearson, 3528 Weav- AME church during a ban
Mrs. Odessa Wright, left.
er rd.. he is president of the quet given in her honor in
Mrs. Boyd is the wife of
Levi-West Junction Civic club. the church dining room last Rev. A.
W. Boyd. Sr.. pasMembers of the Executive Friday night, and here she tor of the
church. (Stansbury
Committee are: Henry Baskin, is seen receiving bouquet Photo)
836 E. Fields rd., vice president of the Levi-West Junction Civic club.
L. C. Crump, $549 Horn
Lake rd., chairman of the
board of directors of the LeviWest Junction Civic club.
Willie Goodwin, 3459 Weaver rd., secretary of the LeviBATON ROUGE, La. — principal of the Laboratory
West Junction, Civic club.
Southern University is recipi- School, are members of the
Lewis .,Milton, 580 Gillis rd., ent of a two-year grant for Project Committee.
membership chairman of the $17,589 from the Department Henton, director of the projLevi-West Junction Civic club. of Health, Education and Wel- ect, has been
engaged in reThe Levi group issued this fare for research on the rela- search
constantly during the
joint statement:
tionship between self-concepts past four years at Southern
"We subscribe wholeheart- of Negro elementary school
University, and has published
edly to the objectives of the children and their academic his
findings in leading scienUnity Committee and are hap- achievement intelligence,
in- tific journals.
py to join them in supporting terests, and manifest
anxiety. His two most recent publicaFrank Clement for Governor
Principal investigator will tions are concerned with socioand Lewis Taliaferro for Con- be Comradge
Henton, assistant economic and emotional facgress.
professor of psychology, and tors in the onset of menarche
the associate investigator will among Negro and white girls
tbsp. lemon juice, 1-4 cup hon- be Dr. E. E. Johnson, head, and
differential recidivism
ey, 1-4 cup soy sauce, 1 tbsp. Department of Psychology. Dr. rates among
Negro and white
dry mustard, salt & pepper. Augustus C. Blanks, head, De- boys. Both
of these studies
Heat all ingredients slowly, parment of Special Education have appeared
in the Journal
stirring until flavors are well and Dr. Joseph P. McKelpin,
of Genetic Psychology.
mixed.

THE THING

School Group Wax Hopefuls
WOODMERE, L. I. — The Israelites from Egypt, and
musical efforts of a group of problems of segregation. Their
sixth-grade students of the ideas on these subjects map
local elementary school here, up the narrative section, which
which was taped for an as- is spoken by several narrators.
sembly program, may soon be
To set their narrative to
recorded and issued by a com- music,
they had the help. of
mercial record company.
their music teacher, Mrs. Ab"The Call to Freedom," title ner Morris, a,nd the librariar
of their composition, is the of the City
public library,
work of twenty-seven children, Mrs. Elizabeth
Thomson. Slave
written under the guidance of songs, Negro spirituals,
integtheir teacher, Mrs. Sam Patel. ration songs,
and a musical
In researching their project, version of the
Gettysburgh Adthe children discussed such dress were their
selections @or
subjects as the Freedom Rid- the three choruses
for the
ers, slavery, the Exodus of the Cantata.

Southern Gets $17,659
Grant For Research

OAKVILLE

YOUTH—Annual Young People's Day
was observed at Oakville
Baptist church on Sunday,
June 17, and the , guest
'Inseaker was Rev. L. E. Mc-

Call, 17-year-old graduate of
Melrose High School. Guest
churches were congregations
of Beulah and Friendship
Baptist church. Here. following service, young pee

Greenwood CME Women
Planning For July 8
- Annual Woman's Day will A mammoth Tea was pre,,be presented at Greenwood sented at the church last Sun- CME church on Sunday, July day with Mrs. Carolina John-8, .and the speakers will in- son and Mrs. Mattie Bell as
clude Mrs. Juanita William- co-chairmen.
inn during the 11 o'clock hour
A Baby contest will be preand Miss Erma Clanton at 3 sented at the church on Sunp.m.:
day, July 1. It starts at 3.
: Women's Day will climax
Mrs. Ida Mae Taylor Smith
activities of women of the is general chairman of the ob.church which began on June servance and Mrs. The/ma V.
17 with a "hat show" in the Smith publicity chairman.
first unit of the church. Hats
Rev. Paul Fowlkes is pastor
-of all descriptions were mod- of the church.
, Lied, and featured some entered by some of the most
outstanding hat designers of
the city.
'Mrs.•
Thelma Vavasseur
'Smith served as chairman of
.the hat show. Mrs. Shirley
-Matthews was co-chairman,
and Mrs. Wanda Polk narrator.

Ministers Invited
To Attend Clinic
On Mental Illness

et\

4
4
*

Next time you're looking for
a new out-of-doors dinner
idea, try this: Barbecued
smoked butt with Oriental
Orange Sauce. Spit-roast butt
to internal temperature of 160
degrees F., basting frequently
with sauce. To make Oriental
Orange Sauce, blend 1-4 cup
butter, I cup orange juice, 3

Pb.,,.
- WM 6-2855

• flub quality waft
• Recheri•• prints
• For fashions; home
decorating needs.

W. T. GRANT CO.
DOWNTOWN STORE ONLY
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POLITE!
MORE
FIRMS

A TOM THUMB wedding
was given recently at Progressive Baptist church under the sponsorship of the
church school and Baptist
Training Union. The bride
is Outten Brenda Joyce Gorden, daughter of Mrs. Mary
Gorden and the late Mr.

TERMITES- ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS
CALL US BEFORE
YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED

Pest Exterminating Os.
o. Z. Ev•rs
FA 74033

GIVE
QUALITY
STAMPS

CHOIR ROBES
High Fashion Styl.ng •
SuperblY
Tailored At An Economy Price"

MORE
FAMILIES
SAVE

A.

QUALITY

HARRY L. SHAPIRO, Inc.
UNIFORM COMPANY
311 South Main St. - JA 6-3641
Cell for Mrs. Lillie Pearce
(Member of Mt. Zion &DONA,
Church for Information)

STAMPS

cal:I:
,
ris:a

mini

each time you buy 2 half-gallons of

$1; MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE

I Tr —

CART HOME SAVINGS!
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WOMEN LIVE LONG
NEW YORK — (UPI) -New York Life Insurance says
.1 has 571 persons owning annuities on its books who are
aged 91 and over — and 84
per cent are women.

• a
Jester Gorden, and the
groom is Edward Hayes,
son of Mrs. Rosanna Hayes.
The bride's headpiece and
gown were made by her
godmother, Mrs. Lela Fowler, of 566 Belt Line it, Officiating at the ceremony
was 0. C. Collins, Jr., son
of the pastor. Rev. 0. C.
Collins, sr.
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SHOP BIG STAR

By
Thomas Saulsberry

UNIFORMS

Illkt)

BARBECUE ORIENTAL

West Holmes
YPCC
/4)
Club News

What are the inroads being SPOTLIGHT
made by mental illnesses toThis week the spotlight
day? What are the many confalls on Miss Vernell Saulstributions ministers can make
berry, daughter of Mr. and
in this ever-growing threat to
Mrs. Jimmie D. Saulsberry of
the growth of our society?
464 George rd.
A special clinic designed to
Miss Saulsberry is a memacquaint ministers with these
ber of Lake Grove Baptist
and related problems of our
church, where she is active
day will be held at the Westn the Sunday school, and a
ern State hospital Monday,
member and vice president of
July 9 from 9:30
until he Junior
choir. She also be3:45 p.m.
longs to the West Holmes
-.Staff members of the hospital who are prepared and Young Peoples Christian club.
She will be a junior at Geeabthoritative in their various
ter High school this fall. Last
areas will discuss the problems and throw light on the year she was vice president
role of the miniseer in this of the sophomore class, and
field. Every minister striving a member of the Y-Teens aticl
?ail efficiency in his role of he Science and Math club.
Miss Saulsberry is the presWet-vice should avail himself
the opportunity to hear these ent holder of the title "Miss
Lake Grove 1962-63."
diicussions.
Vernet] has just returned
Those who have not already
sent in card stating their in- from Florida after having won
tentions of coming - should do he prize trip during a Y-Teen
potato chip sale. The tour took
to at once.
- 'Address cards to Chaplain her to Tallahassee and Miami
C. Thomas Paige, Western in Florida and Montgomery,
State Hospital, Bolivar. Tenn Ala. She visited aquariums,
saw water skiing shows and
other sights.
We are proud to have Miss
Usher Beard, Deoconcas, Saulsberry in our club.
Mother of Church,
PICNIC PLANNED
Nurse., Allssionary,
We are looking forward to
Prey*, Bond
our picnic in the park on July
Nylon, Dacron, Cation.
14. Each member has the privPeplIn. Sires 5 to 52
ilege of inviting one guest.
long,Shor1 and /
3
4 %MVOS
All' others must pay a small
eaNil FOR 1111lIRS
Ala ORRANIZA7ION1
fee.
July 7 :5 the day of our
Lowest Prices Available
WRITE Fa FREE (STAID; g7 annual ball. and we will crown
queen on that date.
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS ourThere
are a number of con701 11 It., N.E. 77 Mamma St., S.W.
iltsdamftenall.t. Meta 3.SOU&
testants. May the best girl
win.

1 C.
3

ple are seen with their supervisor. James Stokes.
kneeling in foreground. Rev.
H. J. Thompson is pastor of
the church. (Billy Duncan
Photo)
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ADAMSVILLE
JACKSON
By CLIFF SUMMERVILLE
grounds. The fellowship was
By C. A. AGNEW
heart warming. The financial
A mass meeting of the BirI Mr. and. Mrs. Henry Mar- effort netted more than $500.
mingham district was held at
of 742 E. Main st., are Preston Lancaster, general
Mt, Carmel CME church recently under the supervision
,. a very proud parents of a chairman; Clarence Stelle, cone
baby boy born to chairman; the Rev. Lawrence
of presiding elder, S. S. Branthem on June 15, at Jackson- Lanier, pastor. Remarks were
non. The Rev. A. I. Bailey, pasMadison County General hos- made by various outstanding
tor of Mt. Olivet Baptist Of
pital. Mother and son were do- visitors.
Glascow Hill, and members
ing nicely at this writing. Mr. Mr. and Mrs. William Sherwere among the visitors. Rev.
'Marshall was very jubilant man of 411 Tanyard St., were
Seth M. Okerley, pastor.
over the event and promised in Milwaukee, Wis., over the
Miss Helen Brown was one
to be liberal with the cigars last weekend.
of the graduates of Westfield
to the reporter and other
The Mell-Aire Gospel SingHigh school.
friends. Mr. Marshall and ers of Jackson were guests in
Curtis Berry, jr., grandson
family are prominent mem- a musical program at Parkers
of Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Summerbers of Cerro-Gordo Baptist Chapel Baptist church at
ville, was among the high
GREYHOUND—SHERATON—PAN-AM
church. Rev. F. D. Freeman is Clarksburg, Tenn., last Sunschool graduates at Praco High. DR. GEORGE W. GORE. JR. during the Diamond Annipastor.
day night. The Rev. William
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
(1•f 0. president. Florida
y commencement axe
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Ty- Hobson is pastor.
Jayvine of Praco.
$99PLUS$6.n$6
son and family of 308 Iselin St. Rev. W. B. Epperson was
Mrs. Mary Summerville has A&M University, receiving ercisiss in Lee hall. The
.are spending their vacation in guest speaker at a special serreturned home after visiting check from FAMU General
amount will be matched
s Visit the U.S.A The Economy Way
St. Louis, Mo., Milwaukee, vice at the First Sept. church
relatives and friends in BrighAlumni
Association
totaling
with nine dollars from the
plus
travel
of
and Chicago, Ill., with rela- at Medina, Tenn last Sunday,
ton.
s90 for 99 clays
•••
$2,407.21. The check was
National Defense Loan Fund
tives and friends. We hope the Rev. J. H. Curry is pastor.
$0 a day for hotel rooms . and
.• •
for them a pleasant and sucpresented by Atty. Charles
EMPIRE
for every one dollar raised
$6 a day for meals •
cessful vacation trip.
JOHNSON CITY
By DONALD E. PENDLETON F. Wilson, general president, by the university.
Mr. and Mrs. Ezell Perkins By CORTLAND R. RHEA
returned
has
Mrs. Corrine
d family of Fort Knox, Ky. Mrs. Walter Brady attented
home after visiting her cousin.
1111Vere recent house guests in commencement exercises at OFFICIALS OF GREY American World Airways flow C. E. Holderby, presiEmpire's baseball team tied
the home of Mrs. Perkins Bennett College, in Greens- HOUND AND THE Shera- also will participate in the
dent, Greyhound Highway with Sispy, 6-6.
father and were recipients of boro, Nourth Carolina. Miss ton hotel chain announce joint travel promotion. ExS. Gosh visited his mother
Tours; Patrick Green, direcWATER VALLEY
ter, Jimmie, of Memphis, dio
many social courtesies.
tor of international sales, last weekend in Cleveland, 0.
Eizell Brady, daughter of Mr. unique travel offer — $99 plaining its features are (1.
By C. A. HAWKINS, JR. ter and niece of Mrs. Ida V.
Mrs. Helen Porter, a very Walter Brady, graduated from plus $6 'n" $6 ("Visit the U.S. to r.) James E. Hawthorne, Sheraton Corporation of
R. Dawson also visited his
Mrs. Josephine Sheriff of Redd and Mrs. Elmira Young
outstanding policewoman of Bennett College this year.
the Economy Travel Way-) vice president of marketing, America. and Leonard Gar- parents last week in Cleveland.
• ••
this city and a very faithful Mrs Camille K. Eillis has re- — in French Lick. Ind. Pan The Greyhound Corpora. rett, general manag• r.
Chicago stopped by enroute of the Garland family.
Baptist
member of the First
home from the convention in
Miss Daisy Redd, student of
French LIck•Sheraton.
TRUSSVILLE
turned to Philadelphia, Pa. afchurch of which the Rev J. ter spending a week in the city
Mobile to visit with her sister, Alcorn College, is home for
By L. R. MEYERS
M. Cunningham is pastor is with her mother, Mrs. Minnie
Alberta
Benson.
the summer.
Mrs. Isabel Easton of Hand- Mrs.
visiting with her husband, Otis Miller and family.
Rev. M. C. Billingslea attendley, W. Va., and her aunts, Members of Chapel Hill MB
church
elected
Rev.
in Cleveland, Ohio. She will Miss Erma J. Rhea has reDandridge ed services at Mt. Olivet BapMrs. Daisy Carter of Charlesvisit Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hall turned from Charlotte, N. C.,
tist
church in Madison county
ton and Mrs. Susie Bemis? of of Sardis for their pastor,last
UNITY
tion which was successful and
CAIRO
in Flint, Mich., a brother in St. where she was a teacher at
Sunday.
the first Sunday. He enjoyed
Mrs. Carrye Jones returned Cincinnati, were called here
Louis, Mo., and brothers and Marie Davis Elementry School. MRS. MONETTE VAUGHN she can now see. All are hapit
very
Mrs. Mary Waters and Mrs.
much.
•
because of the death of a rela• •
from Union City where she atsisters in Erie, Pa. Her many Mrs. G.R. Shearer has re- nephews, Pvt. Alvin Sykes py who know her.
Maggie L. Waters of Oxford
Mrs. Olean McCarty and
Shaffer Chapel, who sent tended the graduation of Alvin tive, Bilco Turner.
friends are wishing her a hap- turned to Washington, D.C.
and
Mrs.
Louis
R.
VILLE
Jones
of St.
STARK
Several women motored to
and family, and Leon Wilkins, out farewell reception invita- Payne who graduated from
py and restful vacation.
By LEANDY MOORE 1
Mr. William Roberts attenMargret last Sunday afternoon were recent visitors in the
Mrs. Georgie Kelly, Mrs. ed the funeral of Mr. Smith in all of Fort Bragg, N. C., motor- tions for their departing min- Miles High school.
home
of
Mrs.
Lillie
Hawkins. Sgt. George Edwards Col2er
where they appeared on the
ed to Los Angeles, Calif., to ister's daughter, who recently
Fannie Dobbins and Miss Bristol, VA., Tenn.
Mrs, Johnnie Hondo and
Little Alma J. Hawkins is died suddenly in Qui' Mims.
annual women's day program
Rhoda Beasley returned home Miss. S.L. Cecile spent a few attend the funeral of Pvt. Jo- in February, got married and children are vacationing in
confined
with
the
measles. Vietnam May 26, 1962 the body
held at St. Phillips AME
recently from Nashville, Tenn., months with her sister, Mrs seph Sykes who was acciden- at the close of school joined Nashville.
She is the daughter of Mr. and was brought to the States ala
where they were delegates to Anna M. Johnson, in New tally electrocuted while erect- her husband in Champaign, Mrs. Virgie Powell is very church. Mrs. Rosa L. Allen was Mrs. J. C. Hawkins.
coiled by Sfc. Fred Kimbrough
guest speaker for the occasion.
ing an antenna on a building Ill. Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Bracy,
the State Federated Colored York, N.Y.
This writer delivered the and arrived here June 15. The
in Ft. Campbell, Ky., where he Sr., were here from ChamWomen's club which was held
Mrs. Charlotte Kendrick, The choir of New Bethel sermon at Carver Point last funeral
Boy
Scout
41
of
Troop
No.
was held Sunday June
me 12 - 14. They reported a Thankful Baptist Church won was stationed. He had been paign and drove their new Mattie Oldham and Mrs..Lizzie Baptist church was heard Sunday.
17th at Antioc Baptist Church
in the U. S. Military service daughter-in-law back. Shaffer
onderful meeting. The an• ••
Johnson are much improved singing over the radio last
laurels
the
largest
for
having
with
his pastor Rev. J.E. SteSunday morning.
for five years and nine months. presented some very lovely
nual session of the meeting
at this writing.
representative troop in the
GOODMAN
wart, officiating. He is survivServices at Mt. Zion AME
will be held in Jackson, Tenn. area as the result of a Mem- He leaves his wife and child, gifts for her new home.
Leonard Pierce is home and
By
ed
by
his wife, Mrs. Hilda Colchurch were highly enjoyed
Rose and Tonya, of Ft. CampMrs. Anna Mae Eury of Denext year.
orial Day observance, at Moun- bell, Ky., father of Joliet, Ill., troit was here visiting Colonel recovering rapidly.
PEARLEANE B1LLINGSLEA lier, six children, his mother
last
Sunday.
Rev.
L.
J.
WashFriends who have been inThe Ding Bong school comtain Home Tenn. on May 27th. Elbert Wells, a brother, of Smith and attended morning
ington, pastor, is bringing
terested in the recent illness
Those home on vacation are and father and one brother.
Mr, Carroll Muphy is scout Chicago Ill.; his mother, Mrs. worship at Shaffer Chapel mencement was held at Ward things
to
past
at
this
church.
Beulah
Blackshire and daugh- Mrs. Sena W. Hardy, and
of Mrs. Lucile Finley will be master, assisted
Chapel AME church. Ten gradby Mr. Elmer Carrie Sykes, four more broth- AME Church.
Mrs. Rosa R. Stewart are away
glad to know that she is home
Crowe. Children's Day was ob- ers and four sisters, all of Los
uated.
•••
for the summer attendig sumagain after a short stay at
Mr. and Mrs. James Clark
mer school. Mrs. Hardy in InSANDUSKY
Jackson-Madison County hos- served at Thankful Baptist Angeles.
on June 10th, the re- iAisses Ida and Iola Jarvis
diana U. in Bloomington, Ind.;
The name of little Miss and family have returned home
pital Mrs. Finley was doing Church
from
the
program
ndition of a
during
Chicago and Gary, Ind.,
Mrs. Stewart Chicago Univ.,
have gone to Chicago, Ill., to Daisy Love who was one of the
nicely at this writing. .
WARREN
service period. The spend the summer. The former eighth grade graduates of the where they visited his sister,
meeting. After devotion, the Chicago, Ill.
The Sixth Annual State evening
By
MATTIE
M.
Juanita
BURNETT
Scott, and brother,
president, Mrs. Rennie ColMrs. Lucille Moore spent
Youth Congress of the Church Junior Choir of Brown's Cha- Miss Irene Jarvis and little Young School, was regretfulChurch, of Eli- daughter and niece of Chicago, ly omitted from the list. She Joseph.
Hello there! Enjoy yourself, lins, presided in her charming last week in Chicago with her
of God in Christ, Second Juris- pel AME Zion
The
Tenn.
father
zabethton,
furnished
of
Mrs. Leola Mc- it's later than you think — en- manner. After business, infor- daughter. Mrs. Mary Lucille
the Ill., are visiting her mother, is the daughter of Mr. and
diction came to a close SunBride passed away in Carbon- joy yourself while you are still mative remarks were made by Harris, and little grandson
Mrs. Viola Jarvis and daugh- Mrs. Bunch Love.
day night, June 17, at Rock music.
dale,
Ill.
Jones
Mrs.
of
Mattie
Birmin the pink. Well, I think the Mrs. Rennie Collines, Mrs. Michael, who accompanied her
ter, Lenora.
Rev. Lemuel M. Dow is in
Temple with the Rev. J. E.
.• •
pre-holiday events proved that Beatrice Campbell, Mrs. Mary home for his summer vacation.
Poindexter, president and host ingham Ala. is visiting her Mrs. Laura Johnson has critical condition in St. Mary's
daugther,
Mrs.
210
Hugh
Collie,
SPARTA
most people around Warren Hill and Mrs. Jeanette Burns, Mrs. Josie Y. Franklin is visbeen taken to St. Mary's hos- hospital in Cairo, Ill., as the repastor in charge of the meetChildowie
Bethel
Ave.
W.
AME
church
held are really in the pink. So on chairman of the program com- iting her (-laugher and son-in
pital in Cairo, Ill., where she sult of an automobile accident
ings throughout the week.
Cleaners
moved
Collie
from
regular
is
receiving
attendservices
treatment for in- Sunday morning, June 17. Rev.
following Sun- with the notes.
mittee. Mrs. Juanita Davis was -law, Mr. and Mrs. James MaDelegates were in
St. to 306 Oak St. juries sustained when she was Dow was enroute to Pulaski, day school last Sunday. Rev. The ladies of Stewardess also in attendance. Rev. J. D. bry in Memphis, Tennested.
e from all parts of Tenn. 102 S. Roan .
••
knocked
down
fine,
Erhiney
by
talan
automois
mostly
were
superintendent. The Board No. 2 of Bethel AME Jamison, pastor.
Mrs. Emma Montague, of
lid they
111., to preach when his car was
NEWBE'RN
bile driven by a reckless struck by a reckless driver in a choir rendered beautiful songs. church, North Warren, were
Mr. T. C. Brunson, principal Little Rock, Ark, was the week
ented young people who made
By ARCHIE WOODS
driver.
Miss
E.
M.
a great impression on the peoLeghorn
was at the really in the pink at the last of Bradley County schools ac- end guest of her sistfr "add
curve on Droge Hill east of the
A number of persons of this Cache Bridge on the Mounds- organ.
Dolly Jones returned home
ple of Jackson. The meeting
meeting of the season held in companied the graduates of brother -in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
also reflected much credit to last Sunday morning from St. vicinity attended the funeral Olive Branch Road. His car
Mr. Bert Oliver is much im- the honle of yours truly, who 1982 on a pleasure tour in St. Tom Lindsey. Mrs. Montaguels
proved. He is ill.
Rev. J. E. Poindexter who has Louis after visiting with his services of John Fulce, broth- was demolished.
opened and conducted the Louis last week. They all re- visiting her mother, Mrs. Lula
worked long hours over the sisters, Mrs. Bertha Mary and er-in-law of Mrs. Pearl Fulce, Mrs. Arnetta C. Trotter has
Simon, in Macon, Miss.
ported an enjoyable time.
•
state encouraging and teach- Bessie Jones, and other rela- held at Adams Chapel AME returned from a very extenRev. S. C. Thornton, pastor
ing young people. The theme tives. He was accompanied church, of which he was a sive vacation in Chicago, Ill„
of Union AME church in Litmember. The pastor, Rev. J. South Bend, Ind.; Washington,
for the meeting; "Soul win- home by his sister, Bessie.
tle Rock, is conducting an old
ning is Our Aim. Clean Living
D.C. and other points in the
Mrs. Essie Batty was called A. Topps, officiated.
fashion revival here in Waris Our Claim." Rev. J. E. Poin- to the bedside of her daughter, Lester Hayes and borther, East. Her brother-in-law, Wilren at Bethel AME church.
dexter, president and host Mrs. Ruth Alma Jones, in De- Elmer, and several others lie Warrren, of Chicago, moRev. S. C. Thornton is director
pastor; Mrs. Maggie Smith, troit.
• motored to Mt. Vernon, Ill., tored here to the bedside of
of Evangelism of Arkansas and
state chair lady; Elder Curtis, News was received here that Sunday morning, to visit Mrs. his uncle, Rev. L. M. Dow.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — removed.
GREENSBORO, N. C. — A
Oklahoma, the assistant direcstate chairman; Bishop J. 0. Mrs. Lorraine Powell died in Luella Reece who is a patient
In the Birmingham suit, the tor of Evangelism of the AME five-day short course in floral
Mrs. Lillie Shackleford mo- The Justice Department filed
in a hospital there.
Patterson, state bishop; Mrs. Detroit. She
twin
court
suits Tuesday in an Justice Department aharged church. Everyone is
tored to Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
was the former
invited to designing for beginners and
Mrs. Lyda Oats is a patient to have some dental work effort to end racial segregation that the airport restaurant re- attend.
Fannie Paige, state supervisor. Miss
amateurs will be conducted at
Ducksmith.
Services for Mrs. Lula Savat
the
Bi-County
Tuberculosis
at
the
airports
done.
in
Birmingham,
fused service to Negroes pur- Dan Brandom is a patient in A&T college, June 25-29.
Mr. Hilred Moten of DyersAla., and Shreveport, La.
hospital in Cairo, Ill. Others
age were held last Friday at
On
the
sick
list
are
Mrs.
Lizsuant
to a city ordinance re- the hospital in Little Rock. We The course, according to
Macedonia Baptist church, the burg is here to be with his on the sick list are Mesdames zie Dorsey, Mrs. Anna Jones, Atty. Gen. Robert F. Ken- quiring racial segregation.
ailing uncle, John Shaw.
recovery. B. W. Harris, director of the
Carrie Winston and Hattie Mrs. Roxie Ross and Lonnie nedy said the suits were Federal Judge Saybourn H. wish him a speedy
Rev. R. J. Page, officiating.
• ••
MET College Short Course DeBurial was in Center Point Rev. P. E. Coleman and Hickman.
brought
Lewis.
at
the
request
of
the
Lynne
in
the
northern
district
partment, will instruct in basic
BATESVILLE
• ••
cemetery with Bledsoe Funer- Chester Frank attended the
federal aviation agency and in Alabama ruled the BirmBy MATTIE BATESVILLE principles and techniques of
COLP
al Home in charge. Suvivors Men's Day program in Dyersthe civil aeronautics board. ingham ordinance unconstiufloral
arrangements.
The annual Esther Day of
include her son, Jesse Freeman burg last Sunday.
They said segregation at the tional earlier this year in a The Bible band met ThursIt also will involve the prepof Toledo, Ohio; two brothers, Mr. and Mrs. Dewly Smith, the Eastern Stars was held at
airports violate t h e federal suit involving bus terminals. day in the home of Mrs. M. aration of basic arrangements
Williams.
McRAE
Louis Savage of St. Louis, and Mr. and Mrs. Louis Smith of Colp, Mt. Olive Baptist church
aviation act of 1958.
Dyersburg and Mr. and Mrs. on June 3. Mrs. Harrison BakMrs. Pearline Billingsley and and plant decorations for the
By VIOLA THOMAS
gfa.taeral grandcbildre.
"We have worked with loMrs. B. Brown recently visited home, church, school, office,
V1/ Funeral services for John Booker Wyatt visited their er, worthy matron, with the Sunday school was well at- cal officials to bring about sattheir parents, Rev. and Mrs. hospital and for special events,
Carter of 107 Merry st., were father, Mr. Emerson Roper, Lilly of the Valley entertain- tended at New Shiloh M. B. isfactory solutions," Kennedy
The class will meet three- .
0.
G. Watkins. Rev. Watkins
ing. The past worthy grand church last Sunday.
held Saturday at Cain Creek who is very ill.
said. "The suits have been filhours daily. 9 a. m. to 12 noon,
is
ill.
Baptist church with the Rev. Rev. and Mrs. M. E. Edding matron, Mrs. Mary Carter of Funeral for Mr. Joe Cotton ed only after these efforts
MONROVIA, Liberia — A
from Monday through Friday.
Ranson Hammond officiating. and daughter, Mary, were re- Mt. Vernon was present. The was held at Mt. Carry CME were unsuccessful."
woman, identified by news- Rev. McDade and members It is open to all persons withBurial was in Montgomery cent dinner guests of Mr. and sermon was preached by Rev. church. Rev. B. T. Williams In the Shreveport suit, the papers as Zoe Ketteh and a of Bethel AME church were out regard to sex and
previous
cemetery with Stephenson and Mrs. Booker Wyatt.
Raymond Davis of Mt. Olive officiated.
government said Negroes who resident of northwestern Li- guests last Sunday evening at educational experience.
church, worshipful
Shaw Morticians in charge. James Sinclair was dismissed Baptist
Funerals were held for Mr. were refused table service in beria, claims she is 155 years St. Paul AME in Newport. Rev. The course is to be instructed
Mr. Carter was born and from Obion County hospital master of the Royal King No. Harvey Wilcox and Mr. Lon- the restaurant operated
Grier is pastor.
in the old.
by M. P. McCleave, instructor
reared in Madison County and last Thursday.
83. More than 100 attended nie Jones.
airport a n d that waiting She said she has a son or Rev. Bond and members of in horticulture and director of
•
•
•
was a member of Spring Creek
and were fed a fine dinner at Annual Thanksgiving ser- rooms, drinking
First
Baptist
of
Newport
were
daughter
still
living
at
the age
the A&T college greenhouse.
fountains and
Baptist church
GIBSON COUNTY
the Bishop Gomez Social Cen- vices were held June 17. The rest room facilities were seg- of 142. According to her re- guests at Bethlehem's installs
Mr. and Mrs. Henry T. Walter. Musical numbers were sermon was delivered by
tion
services.
ports,
she
RUTHERFORD
served
a
tribal
regated.
king
Rev.
lace of 120 Merry St., of this
given by the eight participat- B. J. James. After services, reChildren's day program was
Each week there will be a
The suit asked the federal known as Sao Boso, who died
ing Eastern Star chapters. freshments were
city are spending their vacaserved. All court to order that all facilities in 1829 when she was merely held last Sunday night at
column appearing in this pation in Los Angeles, Calif.,
Mrs. Nora Meeks, master of present enjoyed the
Bethel AME church.
services of at Shreveport airport be open- 22.
with relatives and friends. per, representing Gibson Coun- ceremonies, closed with a very
the K. of M. B. and F. A. juris- ed to Negroes and that all signs Her eyes are still bright but Prayer meeting is held every
4—Spiritual advisors .
They are prominent members ty and surrounding areas. Your fine reading.
diction of Georgia.
enforcing racial segregation be she walks with the aid of a Wednesday night at Bethel
of Christ Temple on Eastern correspondent will be John
Sunday morning found the
stick,
the
report
James
said.
She
Thomas
was
is
ill
at
his
Arnold,
III,
grandson
of
Mr. members of Shaffer Chapel
ave.
quoted as saying: "I don't care home.
and Mrs. John Arnold, I, of AME church busy on June 3.
Last Sunday the Haywood
how long you live, you will
Mr. Genipher is recuperating
Rutherford. He is a member Rev. Geo. P. Jones, pastor,
Melodiers Gospel Singers, a
never be satisfied with life." at his home.
Win the love of anyone you wish Free
well known group of young of the sophomore class of Ros- preached on t h e subject
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Magness details
Send • aelf-addressed envehYpil
men, rendered a musical at enwald High school in Trenton. "Twedve Tribes of Israel" givNOW YOU KNOW
'
and sister, Mrs. Annie Magness to Ann. Box 7362. Cilium° 110.
He
is
a
m
ember
of
Beaching the complete history of
Mt. Moriah Baptist church,
The
Aurora
Borealis of New Ark, attended the fu- 4—Personals
Grove
Baptist
church
and
a
how the tribes originated from
which was thoroughly enjoy(Northern Lights) and the neral of Mrs. Lue Magness.
ALONZO SMITFI At SON AGE 49 YRS.
able. The Rev. Felix Jarman is member of the Community Jacob. Concluding with the
grandson 22. Laiit heard (rots
Aurora Australis (Southern
Mrs. Verna Mae Robertson of In a Jamaica
Jubilee
holds
the
Club.
poNew York In 1967, He
He
statement that we, as a people,
astor.
Ligt) appear simultaneous- Little Rock visited her brother, wd8 horn In Montgomery Ala.. Sept.
sition
as
chairman.
So
give
this
thing
from
only
the
one
have
it.
1919.
Please write to Your Fsthor
Men's Day was observed
ly. — (UPI).
Floyd Strong, last week.
something Important I am well Alonzo
young merchant your support tribes, which is the hope in
Smith 4330 Forreetville. Chicago. III.
unday, June 17, at Beech
Grove CME church. The regu- and buy the Defender from Jesus Christ. Then, Shaffer
13—Correspondence Clubs
him.
Help
him
make
this
busithe
Chapel,
divided
who
had
lar morning worship services
FREE TO LONELY TOLES!
ness
a
success..
tribes,
rechurch
into
twelve
were conducted by the pastor,
Send deseriotinn & snaoshot for Tree
not of lonely ladles or men who want
was
ported
which
their
funds
the Rev. Lawrence Lanier. The
to correspond with you Dixie Club,
Regular preaching services $600. Everyone was happy and
Box 11213. Ocala 3, Florida.
Men's Day theme: "Man's Goal
LONELY/. BE HAPPY. JOrN l's,,
in This Changing World." At will be held at Beach Grove rejoicing.
A merIcan Club. Boo 757. Oat,. Ind.,
Mrs. Louise Jones, MurphysSend 100 for Information.
3: p.m., the Rev. Wiggins of on Sunday at 11:30 a. m. Last
NEW ORLEANS — (UPI) — tion movement has been suc- 23—Business Opportunity
Lane College was the guest Sunday's guest speaker was born, was a recent visitor of
speaker, having been intro- the Rev. Montgomery. He de- Mrs. Alva Bilingsly, who is reThe Congress of Racial Equal- cessful, Farmer said.
ACTIVE DENTAL PRACT1CC WAITity (CORE) is ready to start But Marvin Robinson, reg- Ins. Doctor palmed away, dg. alduced by Prof. L. R. Cunning- livered a very inspiring mes- covering from an eye operaready wit up for 2 chairs, dart' room
ham, with Atty. J. Emmett sage.
civil rights campaigns against ional director for CORE, de- &
lab. Office on ground floor. Reaennseveral nationwide department clined to comment on effect- able rent. Right In town. 1 other
Ballard serving as master of Children's Day was observed where in this county.
dentist there. For right man it's a
ceremonies.
at Mt. Zion last Sunday with
stores and roadside restaur- iveness of months of picketing gold mine! Michigan near Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jones
Interracial practice Waiting. Write Chl•
ants and motels, its director of New Orleans stores in pro- raga
The Men's Chorus of the a large group participating. motored to St. Louis last week
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First Baptist chuurch of Jack- Mrs. V. Skinner was mistress along with Alton White.
of
James
Farmer,
who spoke to
ceremonies.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Batley.
son. Tenn., along with the
But Farmer said sit-in 32—Male & Female
a Negro voter registration demonstrations had forced inMen's Chorus of Lane Taber- Funeral services were held Mrs. Pauline Bailey and Mrs.
Help Wanted
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in
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at
last
Beach-Grove
Thursday Arthula Arnold, accompanied
Rouge, said tegration of lunch counters in
nacle CME and the Male ChoCORE
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for
carry
on a "Free- about 150 Southern cities. He
rus of Beech Grove furnished
Charlie Wright. He had Mr. and Mrs. John Bailey to
dom Highways" campaign be- said "Freedom Rides" starting
the Music along with various lived in this community for Memphis last Friday.
050
tween
Washington
and Miami a year ago had desegregated
other singing and congrega- several years and was the
Mildred arid Louise Arnold
in August.
tions. The Rev. M. H. Bur- father of eight children, and were weekend guests in the DR. THOMAS ELSA
bus terminals in several hunJONES. Oberlin, Ohio. in 1134 and
Wanted to sell advertising In HemHe mentioned only Sears- dred southern cities."
rtte, presiding elder of the is survived by a host of other home of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Fisk University past
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dent exchange greetings with ter and dean of men. He de
'Mina, field with expellent* and
con restaurants.
present and made remarks. A this we sign off with sympathy. Mr and Mrs Ball and chil- Dr. Faulkner. after
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ter. 000d Martine rates. wag* Drs.
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is, he or she, forgets the genSupt. E. C. Stimbert, admin- eral basis of his race's locaistrative head of the Memphis tion. The average Negro does
THADDEUS T. STOKES
Editor
public school system, came out not talk in middle class terms.
Subscription row One year, $6; its menthe, $3.50, (2-year special Subscription ret• 510)
with something last Saturday The average Negro is in the
in the public prints, that real- lower so-called proletariat .
TI. Tri-State Defender Does Not Take Responsibility tor unsolicited Manuscripts or Photos.
ly shook the Negro segment unskilled working class and
of
Memphis
Published Ivory Thursday by the New Tr -St ate Publishing Ca. Second Cluss Postage Paid
farm peasants. The average
He revealed the wide dif- Negro does not know or unat Memphis. T
see Under Act et Motc h 2, 1579.
ferences between the chase- derstand the current "lang,Om performances of white uage" of America. He doesn't
and Negro students . . . and know what's happening politeachers.
tically, economically, intellecSERVING 1,000.000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
As reported by Mr. Stimbert, tually, culturally, or any other
the report to the Memphis way, where things matter in
Board of Education was a this country.
summary of the city school If the classroom teacher
system's first year of opera- doesn't know or appreciate
tion on an integrated basis. It this, want to do something
will be published for general about it . . . feel it's his or
distribution in August. (This her duty to do his or her
Former Archbishop Joseph Francis for t h e whole South. If
"integrated basis" includes 13 "very best" teaching while the
Rununel's integration directive to his Court injunction on desegregthe Supreme Negro kids out of 40-odd- time remains to have a classation
can
be
thousand.)
room full of Negro boys and
parishioners in New Orleans has not only complied with there, it can
girls who need the "racial
made converts to the cause of social jus- the rest of Georgia and by be obeyed by WHITE CHILDREN
the
remaini
ng
The news story of last Sat- motivation" Negroes so much
- tice in his own state of Louisiana, but has Southern states which
have
far
so
resisted
urdy further states that "His need then Mr. Stimbert is ab-inspired correlative action in areas be- the new order.
(Stimbert's) figures revealed solutely right. Negro school
yond his geographical jurisdiction.
The city of Atlanta was the headquar- that white students surpass teachers are statistically and
The Catholic Archishop of Atlanta, the ters of the
notorious Ku Klux Klan when national norms in all grades moraly established as "inMost Rev. Paul J. A. Hallinan, has
that
murdero
us aggregation reached its and most major subjects while
he ferior" . . not only for Negro
'brought his schools into the focus of the height
Negroes
in
makh
to
tf
the
e
irsir school kids . . . but most dee
late
twenties
.
There
are.
discipline so firmly established in New those
f
m
oa
u
r
in
ks
but
t cidely for the white kids they
t
y
who
entertai
n
the
hope
that it may
Orleans.
would teach in integrated
graidesa.'n
.now become the headquarters for the new
In implementing the mandate of the spirit
Before analyzing what the classrooms.
of
an
enlightened South.
Federal courts, Archbishop Hallinan
superintendent's findings re- So . . . according to the
While no one dares venture the pre- veal, it might be well
spoke with the forcefulness of a man who
to recall figures, Mr. Stimbert is right.
diction
as
to
what
course
Alabama
that
in this column . . . for The looming 'question now is
, Mishas an innumerable multitude behind
him. He addressed himself to all those sissippi and South Carolina may follow, some time now . . . it has "what can be done about it?"
there is little doubt that school segrega- been mentioned repeatedly ACCORDING TO TESTS
who believe that justice must be done.
Atlanta has token integration of its pub- tion in those states will be shaken to its that so-called statiscial "find- The answers are immediatelic schools, so that Archbishop Hallinan very foundation were the Catholic church logs" based on easily ques- ly apparent. The first thing
educational tests, to do ... is face the
could truthfuUy say: "We are deeply in- to force the issue as it has done in Louisi- tionable
facts. The (Editor's note:
which have become so, much second
What is a will go to unemployed persona -the
ana
and
Georgia.
thing to do is recognize worker
program for the first two
debted to our public leaders of all faiths,
to do when his job and to members of farm
accepted since the Supreme the fact that
tam- years of operation. Beginniggek
the
Negro
Were
. . . is replaced by a machine?
this to happen, Catholicism would Court's ruling on integration
and the community, for the climate of
ilies with annual net family in mid-1984,
however, stag/
cause Protestantism to take a back seat in 1954, would "prove" that anywhere in America . . . Too often in the past, he has income
law, order and justice in which we live.
of less than $1,200 a will have to pick up
g to the "Statistics" found
half of
"Catholics are part of that commu- in the moral crusade for social justice. the Negro child has no busi- (accordin
himself
on
the
relief
year. If they don't fill all the the tab.
findings of the "tests") is rolls.
Now a new federal pro- vacancies, training may
nity, part of its tradition, faithful to its For it would rightly be said that the Cath- ness in a class with white too dumb to be
also
Ward
P.
consider
Beard,
ed
assistant digram is being launched to re- be provided to
highest law."
olio church acts, while the Protestant children.
"under-employ- rector of vocational education
seriously . . . that the Negro train
workers and eliminate ed" workers — that is,
Okay .. . let's (for the sake public school
Atlanta has a psychological meaning church talks.
those for the HEW department, said
teacher is really some of the nation's
of argument), agree that aft- a "drag" in
"hard who are working only part- the main
the public schools core" unemploy
emphasis will be on
ed. The fol- time or at unskilled jobs.
er the "fourth grade" the Ne- (as statistica
preparing people for "the
lly proven).
lowing dispatch tell how this
gro child shows a glaring inThe government will pay simpler types of skilled jobs"
feriority to the white child Then, where do we go from will operate.)
for the training courses, which which can be mastered in a
in classroom achievement. The here or there?
By LOUIS CASSELS
will be given at public high few weeks or months.
Well, we, first tell the kids
figures of the statisticians and
schools, vocational training Experience gained under
WASHIN
GTON — (UPI)—
their "tests" prove it, but don't what's happening . .. that the
centers, junior colleges and the area redevelopment proThe outlook for settlement of the pro- with the difficulties of dealing
"figures prove" that they are The nation's first large scale
happens
d
with the mentionkidwhwahtenhe
similar existing facilities,
gram, he said, indicates that
effort
to
tracted Congo conflict is not at all reas- two leaders have
solve
inferior
the problem of
according to the tests.
discovers
tvera
given rise to deep pessi- Negro
nurse's aide can be trained
suring. Negotiations, which have been mism as to the future
thatthe is a Negro, about the We admit to them that their hard core unemployment will It also will jiay subsistence!
outcome of the
allowances to some of the in .four weeks, an auto mech
going on for months, appeared to have present constitutional conflict.
time he is in the fourth grade. teachers are "inferior" accord- get underway July 1.
trainees. Heads of families !nic or a key punch operator
Let's further agree, as the ing to the tests. We further During the next three years,
reached a point of no return.
The
the federal government will who have spent at least three in 16 weeks' a stenographer
Moise Tshombe who has appropriated United view is openly expressed that the Memphis public school super- establish the situation that spend
$435 million on a rut- years in gainful employment in 20 weeks, and an electronic
Nations, while is spending close to ihtendent, who hires the teach- the Negro's shortcomings in
unto himself the title of President of Kamechanic in 28 weeks. Where
10 million dollars a month in the former ers, says, that "Much of the educational achievement in tionwide program of vocation- but .are now out of work'may —.
tanga Province said that the Central Govreceive training allowances highly specialized skills
Memphis and elsewhere in the al training.
Belgian
colony,
are
fault
Con_
lies
cannot
in
the
remain
quality
in
the
of
needed
vide which will be approximately
to meet the employernment at Leopoldville was unwilling to
Its purpose is to provide
teaching Negro students re- !Mod South is an outgrowth of
ment demand of a particru
equal
to
make concessions looking toward an end go indefinitely.
i
ler
the
average
marketab
weekly
le
job
skills
his
own
for
inferiority according
Says Mr. Gardiner: "The United Na- ceive, the report indicated. Of to the tests.
longer courses
compensation
of Katanga's secession.
In other words, about 500,000 technological :95
Negro
applicant
s
who
took
ranging
tions
up
is like a midwife who is asked to at- the
to a full year of
in that state. Youths betwen rah,--:-Mr. Tshombe made this statement at a
National Teachers' Exam- let's agree that the "figures misfits of modern society.
reception and luncheon given for the tend an expectant mother, but if the baby ination recently, only 16 scor- prove" that _ Negroes don't T h e y include industrial.the .ages of 19 and 22 may training, may be offered.
Training
funds
receive
will be altraining allowances of
Leopoldville and Katanganese delegations doesn't arrive, whose fault is it? There are ed at or above a satisfactory have what it takes to meas- workers whose skills have
locatedamong a states on e
ure up to the "high standards" been rendered obsolete by au- up to $20 a week.
by Robert K. A. Gardiner, head of the other expectant mothers in t h e world level.and 79 failed."
basis
of
a
complex
formula
who need her care."
of the "American way of life." tomation, farm hands no long- If it is necessary for a nerNATIONAL NORM
United Nations mission in the Congo.
- which takes into account the
er
son
needed
to
attend
in
mechaniz
a
training
ed
Then,
agschool
start
stews
from
there to
Mr. Tshombe made it clear that the Ka- The first question that
The luncheon was not a total success.
population and unemriculture
youths who which is beyond a reasonable
Premier Cyrille Adoula, who was sup- tangese intended to keep their own cur- comes to mind is "Where are prove the facts — that the dropped ,outand
ployment rate.
commuti
of
ng
school
distance
without
size
from
of
his
,,
one's
pocketbo
the
Negro
ok
teacher applicants
deLocal initiative will be
posed to attend, failed to arrive. He was rency. This has been one of the basic
home, the government will
trained"" Second question, termines his educational sta- learning a trade.
defending his government's budget before points at issue. In fact the talks are be "What
The labor department esti- provide extra allowances for welcome,"Clarke said. He
tus
in
America.
are
they
trained for"
lieved to be slowed on, the currency questhe Congolese Parliament.
mates there are between 500,- transportation and subsistence, said communities desiring to
If they are traditionally
000 and 1 million of these Special programs of voca- get in on the program should
Mr. Tshombe's statement appeared to tion.
"trained" . . . to teach in a
not wait for the government to
people in America today. They tional training will be
contradict previous reports of progress in
It appears that in the final analysis the segregated school system
pro- come to them, but should orare the "hard core" of the vided for boys and
the negotiations, which are designed to UN may have to step in and apply force then
should
be
any fairganize their own representawhy
i
nation's 4.5 million unemploy- tween the ages of 16girls
f
bring Katanga back within the jurisdicminded person expect them to
necessary to resolve
and 19 tive local planning committees
the Congo crisis “
ed. Many of them have been who are not enrolled
tion of the Central Government.
before it flares up again into a bloody n a- meas7 up to the national
in a and get in touch with local
out of work for periods rang- regular school,
norm
T h e impression that now prevails is tive operation.
or state offices of vocational
ing from six months to three The
Speaking of the Negro
federal government will education or employment. sethat the end of the secession still was far
Tshombe's recalcitrance and duplicity school teacher,
or four years.
underwri
it
te
might
the
entire
be
NEW
cost of curity.
off. The slow pace of the talks coupled make the settlement of
YORK — Jimmy Am- Meanwhile, good jobs
are
the basic issues a pointed out, that as the super- old became the
first Negro to going begging because emintendent implied, more or be hired as a booking
agent
less bluntly, have some blame by a major company when ployers cannot find people
who are trained to fill them.
ice, he can think on his feet, to bear in the
shortcom
General
ings
Artists
Corporation
however, I don't know about of the Negro
child in academ- made him an agent in it's one In many communities, for ex-ample,
his handshaking ability.
ic achievement.
fighter division this week. ages there are chronic shortDavis has never been in a The average
of welders, machine tool
one scuffled to In his new job Arnold
position to really show his raise himself
will opera tio r, stenographers,
to
the
By LOUIS CASSELS
lower
be
•
source of friction, Fr. Knit
responsible for booking not nurse's aides, skilled seamcampaign know-how in recent middle
•
class level. He achiev- only Negro acts,
but white acts stresses, clerk-typists, and au- For many years, pastors had said, Protestant - Cathol
years. However, I hardly think ed, by
luck or pluck, some- as well, for
one word of advice for cou- couple should "try to build''
he will , be doing it by tele- thing
one-nighter ap- to mechanics,
of middle class stand- pearances around
the country. The idea behind the train- ples contemplating a religious up the religious life of the
phone this year.
ards. He or she learned how
mixed marriage.
family from the common elee•••****************0•6000•0•444**000•es:*41 LATE STARTIliG
to use fairly "good" English Arnold is 34, and was born nig program is that the na- The word was: Don't.
. Taliaferr
ments of their belief."
in Detroit, Mich. He has had tion can kill two birds with
o is becoming one
.
.
bought a pretty good considera
This is still the first and "They may find," he said,
BY A FEW SPACES
back into office amid hurrahs( campaigners. He is not afraid
ble
one
experien
in
stone
ce
—
increasin
g
its
brand
of
car . . . moved into show
The congressional race in Taliaferro is a long ways to ask for votes. He complies
business industry, hay- reservoir of skilled manpower best counsel they have to of- "that they share more impora fair house .. played bridge
ing started his career as a road and reducing the number of fer to young people who are tant convictions than they had
the Ninth District is taking on from being a newcomer to the to ask for votes. He compiles or golf . .
. and generally
thinking of marrying outside realized. After all, both of
such a complexion until it is murderous political arena. He every bit of documentary ma- learned to behave like a so- manager for bandleader Son- people dependent on unem- their faith.
them are Christians."
terial which will aid in his
ny Thompson. He has subse- PloYment compensation or
called American human be- quently
becoming increasingly diffi- has known both victory and campaign
But they now recognize that He suggested, for example,
, he is personable, he ing.
worked for Shaw Art- public welfare.
cult to evaluate, with any defeat in the plaza-de-toro. He knows how
cannot
bhIenirspliastet wordl that Protestant and Catholic
ists Corp., the Irving Feld Su- The law ,authorizing the
to organize workMR. STIMBERT
reasonable degree of accuracy knows full well how it feels ers and
besubject.
of
per attractions and produced three-year program was enact- on
mates join in grace at meals,
who is leading and who is to listen to the countdown on a very what is more — he is But the chief "weakness" shows
warnings
,
mixed marriages in saying the Lord's Prayer,
hard runner in a race.
for the Apollo, Uptown, ed by congress with strong
of the average Negro teacher Regal
trailing. One reason it is diffi- election night. He is equally Now- who
are
taking
place
in large num- and in reading the Bible.
and Howard Theaters, bipartisan support. Signed by
cult to assay it is because the acquainted with the taste of is bringing is leadi•g? Who
up the rear? DisPresident Kennedy last March bers. Unable to prevent them, "They can start a little ecuincumbent, Cliff Davis, has victory the morning after the counting at this
pastors
are
seeking
ways to menical movement
time — Mr.
15, it is to take effect with
on the
not launched out into his cam- night before election day jit- "Late-Starting
make them work.
” Davis, it apdomestic level," he said.
beginnin
the
g
of
new
the
fiscal
paign on the local scene. All ters.
"There has been no change
pears that Taliaferro is leading
year on July 1.
that has been done by him — KNOW-HOW
in the church's opposition to Dr. Mace said it is extremePritchard by a few spaces.
The Department of Health,
ly important for partners in
apparently — has been carried Ross Pritchard has tasted course, Pritchard is ahead Of
of
Education and Welfare (HEW), mixed marriages," Fr. John an interfaith marriage to
on from his Washington office. victory in the political arena the two Republican candiC.
Knott,
director
of
the
Cathwhich will administer the vo"study carefully the meaning
It appears that Mr. Davis is only vicariously. He has engi- dates.
cational training program, and olic Family Life Bureau, said of each other's faith."
Waiting to study how well neered strategy for a person However, let me
in
interview
an
.
"We
still
say
make mythe labor department, which
Lewis Taliaferro and Ross who succeeded in winning the self undeniably clear, my
"If they can see some way
will select the people to be they're hazardous and ought to
Pritchard conduct themselves race for the city's highest of- statement is not
unite in religious loyalty,
to be contrained, have spent recent to be avoided. But we are try- that is
on the campaign trail before fice
best of all for the har:1:r. take a positive apstrued to mean that
weeks gearing up for a fast !
he starts. If that is the ease, Pritchard appears to have made a scientific studyI have
mony
of their marriage.
of the
start. They hope to have proach to the ones which do if not,
he will attempt a crash-pro- the stamina to wage a vigor- current standings of
they owe it to e
the three
thousands of American comgram, designed to sweep him ous campaign. He has a good congressional candidate
other to take each other's cons.
munities by the end of the A similar view was expresvictions
seriously, to know
sed from the Protestant side
year.
just what these convictions
James Clarke, director of the by David R. Mace, president are,
and
of
hers of the
just why they are
the National Council on
manpower training office of
held."
Om
er.
the HEW department, said Family Relations. In a recent
Informal discussions were
the program will be similar to issue of the Christian Advo- Substantially similar but
—• •
the rule, and in every case the
one
which the government is cate, Methodist magazine for more detailed advice is offerworkshop participants were
already conducting, on a rel- clergymen, he pointed out that ed by the Rt. Rev. James
urged to adapt the knowledge
atively small scale, under the interfaith marriages have a Pike, Episcopal Bishop of CalKNOXVILLE, Tenn. — In the SNCC campaign in Missis- of the resource people to the
redevelopment program. breakdown rate "between two ifornia, in his book, "If You
area
preparation for a 90-day voter sippi, "we hope to have sever- specific situations they would
and three times higher than Marry Outside Your Faith?'
About
10,000 people are being
registration campaign in the al thousand people apply for be facine on their return to
that of marriages within the Bishop Pike points out tt
re-traine
under
d
this
program,
'Deep South, staff members of registration in t h e Delta their communities.
arguments about religion ale
which is restricted to "depres- same faith."
the Student Non-Violent Co- alone."
sed areas" with high chronic "It is still good policy to seldom the real problem in
ordinating Committee a n d
warn young people of the haz- a mixed marriage. The greater
unemployment rates.
Citizenship schools for funcother college students partici- tional
ards involved — and to do it danger is that a husband and
illiterates who need
The
new
program
will be in time," Dr. Mace said. "But wife will maintain
pated in the recent Voter Edua "studied
reading classes, and classes
nationwide in scope. The the stern realities of
cation workshop.
the situ- silence" about religion — and
in registration procedures were
training courses offered in any ation demand that
we consi- therefore about all of the
After formulating and clari- planned as well as a
particular community will be der what to do if such
series of
a mar- deepest and most important
fying their goals, the cam- eight workshops for volundetermined by surveys of the riage does
Fr Knottdoapn.r;
questions of life.
paigners, including veterans teers.
job openings in that commu- Bothd
•
from the Freedom Rides and In daily sessions held at
nity. The objective is to be are convinced that Dr. Mace Bishop Pike believes that
a mixed this conspiracy '
Stt-ins, returned to Jackson, Shiloh Presbyterian church.
imence h
sure that each trainee will be marriage has a
far better such a devastating effect
Miss., Albany. Ga • and the the students and consultants
readily Absorbed into the chance of survival
o
if the part- a couple — and
rural South to put their plans brought in to relate their
also on t--e,
community's labor force when ners avoid the
temptatio
n
to
Into action.
children
—
practical knowledge in the
that
it would be
his course is completed.
treat religion as a taboo sub- far better
Us• dental floss to rest-ring beads
"By the end of the summer.- 'IrId it voter education disfor them to qui.rtel .
Applicants for training will ject.
about
said 'filbert Moss',. leader of cussed their problems nnel for more rimy and grac•.
their
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beliefs,
'
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.
shying away least keeps religionwhiz')
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ployment service. Priority from religion as
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A FLASHING LIGHT COULD Be
USED ON A BUS TO NOTIFY
POLICE *14EN Ti4EIRE'S
TROUBLE A130ARD!

Dear Mme lChante: I am a appreciate in a wife an ideal
newcomer to this city an'ti companion and helpmate. This
would like very much to meet man must be mentally stable,
new friends. I am employed, be • down-to-earth intelligent,
27 years old, 5 feet 6 inches congenial, affectionate comtall, weigh 160 lbs., brown panion, thoughtful and genereyes, black hair. I would like ous, basically religious. He
to meet young ladies between must also possess a sense of
aims 18 to 32 who are interest- humor and have marital ined in marriage. I will gladly tentions. He cannot be a drinkexchange photos and answer er or a Catholic or have other
all letters. — Robert Thomas, post-marital obligations. I am
4319 Lima Street, Los Angeles in my early forties, medium
brown complexion, 5 feet tall,
11, Calif.
'Cs
weigh 1 40 lbs., have a good
•.....et
...................................
Dear Mme Chants: I am a business head, mix well with
Christian man, have a job, people and could be of treI mom=milWIWIII111111411tired of traveling, and would mendous assistance to a prolike to marry in the near fu- gressive, energetic and ambiture a woman 35 to 150 years tious man. I like dancing, travold who wants and needs a el, am personable, frank and
good companion. I am 42 years sincere, but not a glamour
old, in good health, • non- type. Have no responsibilities
drinker. and am tall and tan. other than myself. Enjoy the
— Will Taylor, Sloan House better things of life :ind apYMCA. 34th St., Naw York, preciate intOnsic valur.s — A.
Adams, 7908 S. Langley Ave.,
N. Y.
'as
Chicago, Ill.
Dear Mme. Chante: I would
,
like to meet a kind and decent
lady between 40 and 45 years
old, around 5 feet tall, weighing between 130 and 140 1gs.
All letters will be answered—
Kenneth Johnson, 5831 S.
Princeton Ave., Chicago,
•••
Dear Mme Chants; I am interested in meeting and corresponding with gentlemen between the ages of 35 and 40,
The first of a series of tours reception with the King of
all••••4601.14,to the Holy Land, with Paris, Jordan.
about 6 feet tall, weighing
from 172 to 185 lbs. I am 31
Rome and Athens stopovers, The tour will then continue
will start July 17. There will to Athens'where they will
years old, 160 lbs.. 5 feet, 6 incomches tall, medium brown
be 60 persons in this group. visit the Acropolis and learn
The second tour of 60 persons to distinguish four main periplexion. I have one daughter
and a. steady., job. Will exwill leave New York by El Al ods of Athenian history —
change photos. — Doris ColInternational Jet on July 24, cnieaPa-.-s ylg9Dr0
e se—g
Grenshaw
St.,
tins. 2025 W.
the third group, July 31. All ancient Greek, Roman Byzantine
and
modern.
three
groups
will
consist
of
Chicago, Ill.
•
•
bishops, officers and laymen These tours are under the
Dear Mine Chante: I am is DR. DONALD P. KENT, spe- from the over one million- direction of AM E Organization Detail Service, 120 W.
constant reader of your col- cial assistant to the secretary member AME church,
umn.You have helped so many on aging, U. S. Department The tourists will leave In- 44th St., New York 36.
to find happiness. I want you of Health, Education, and Wel- ternational Airport in New
to help me. I want to corres- fare, Washington, D. C., will York by El Al Airlines, and
pond with a Christian, sober- be the keynote speaker for will fly across the Atlantic
minded gentleman, age 35 to the workshop for personnel Ocean to Paris where they
45. I am inteiested in mar- of nursing homes and homes will spend three days. Then to
riage with the right man. He for the aged at Florida A&M Israel where the groups will
must want something in life. University on June 25. The dine with the President of
I don't drink, smoke nor gam- five-day workshop ends on Israel and 'see the Land of Wage
ble. I an) of the Holiness faith, June 29.
Christ. Jordan is the next
WASH/NGTON (UPI)
stop, where they will have a
and me age is 33. I like clean
President Kennedy's wagesports, and my hobbies are
price
stabilization policy as
reading, cooking and going to
exemplified by his steel price
the park. — Mary Gamble,
increase
rollback may soon
5959 S. State St., Apt. 2-R.,
be put to a test in the oil
Chicago, In.
industry.
•••
O. A. Knight's Oil, ChemiDear Mme Chant.: I am a By MARCUS H. BOULWARE
DURHAM, NC.—Dr. James cal & Atomic Workers union
man 44 years old and would
S. Lee, professor and chairman (AFL-CIO) is readying a Htio
like to meet a woman between THE BY-LAWS
of the department of biology, per cent wage raise demand
20 and 40 years of age, weight QUESTION: What do the
is the new director of the Nafrom 98 to 150 lbs. Color by-laws of a club contain? — tional Science Institute for which Knight insists is noninflationary and well within
doesn't matter, but she must M.L.V.
High School Teachers of Scihave a fair education, be inter- ANSWER: In general, the ence and Mathematics at the Kennedy formula for wage
hikes tied to production gains.
ested in business, and can live by-laws describe in detail the
college for the
But the industry already
in New York. I will answer all articles of the constitution. North Carolina
summer term.
has promised vigorous resisletters. Do send photo in They include:
W.
H.
RobLee
succeeds
Dr.
tance and, like the construcfirst writing. If not sincere, 1. Detailed requirements for
department tion industry, may appeal to
inson,
physics
please do not write. — David membership
died
of
a
head
at
NCC,
who
the government, its biggest
Williams, 63 E. 128th St., New 2. Methods
of
admitting
heart attack in March. Dr. single customer, to help bold
York, N. Y.
members
been
in
charge
Robinson
had
the line.
Dear Mine. Chante: I am in- 3. Dues
tors believe that the pictures terested in meeting a mature 4. Detailed duties of officers of the Institute since its founKnight is prepared to cite
here
eight
years
ago.
ding
represent the kind of serv- man, age 43 to 54, young 5. Detailed duties of comwage-price-production figures
director,
who
The new NSF
ices that are offered by the enough for fun but old enough mittees
to support the union's posihospital. by an efficient in- for wit, who desires and would 6. Election of officers and is a member of the traveling tion. The increase, a minimum
lecturers
for
the
panel of
tegrated staff.
of 17 cents an hour, was recand committees
7. Provisions for calling and American Association of the ommended by his national
Biological
Sciences,
was
dibargaining policy committee.
conducting meetings
8. Parliamentary authority rector of the NCC Summer It is now being voted on by
for
PromisTraining
Institute
90,000 to 100,000 workers in
9. Number of a quorum
TUSKEGEE
INSTITUTE, 10. Method of amending the ing High School Students in five regions. Approval is cerScience.
tain.
Ala. — One of the represen- by-laws
is an evil. It must be removed tatives chosen to attend the READERS: For my free The Institute for teachers Knight said the raise would
before it is too late," she 17th annual National Student public speaking pamphlet, operates from June 11 to July be acceptable in part or in
warned.
Leadership Institute on the send two stamps and a self- 21 on a $77,900 grant and the whole as fringe benefits, with
T h e Alabama Christian United Nations is Lawrence addressed long business en- one for high school students, emphasis on job security.
Movement for Human Rights, Gbasay Rogerson, Tuskegee velope to Dr. Marcus H. Boul- also began June 11, on a $20,- The latter has risen to plague
Mrs. Shuttlesworth said, is de- sophomore, School of Agricul- ware, Florida A&M Univer- 000 award. Both have been the union as more and more
termined to carry on the strug- ture, from Sierra Leone.
sity, Box 310-A, Tallahassee, supplied by the National Sci- plants displace men-. with
gle for integration, no matter Rogerson, who is chairman Fla.
ence Foundation.
machines.
how great the risks, no matter of Tuskegee's Collegiate Counwhat the cost.
cil for the United Nations, will
"But we love life and want be meeting with more than
a better life for black men, for 250 college students from all
all men throughout America. sections of the country at UN
The blood of our family, which headquarters and Sarah Lawstained the streets of Birming- rence college, Bronxville, N.
ham, stamped out determina- Y.
tion to be free on the minds The students will have a
of the black and white men of week of intensive study and
Alabama," she wrote.
the opportunity to meet with
In coclusion she said, "We UN
delegates,
secretariat
do not ask praise. We want the members and other experts in
God given right to be full men the field of international afand women."
fairs.
The Institute is held under
Wise
the auspices of the Collegiate
Words of the
It, is never safe to entrust Council for the UN, a national
your business to the man student organization working
to promote a better underwho neglects his own
--(Anon) standing of the UN.
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CHARLOTTE'S MEMORILI: HOSPITAL — This is
pries of pictures of the
Charlotte Memorial Hospital showing its operations.
The picture on the left (top)

shows one of the rooms used
by patients. The right (top)
shows the integrated nurses'
unit as they go about routine hospital work. The left
(lower) is another operation

of the hospital which is symbolic of the efficiency offered. The picture (lower) is
the lounge used by visitors
who come to see relatives
and friends. The administra-

Ni)Kind Of Integration Exists In Birmingham
:There .is absolutely no coin- that Negroes throughout the
Munication between the races North also are faced with
in Birmingham, Ala., and con. racism. Therefore, the strength
segiently, race tension is high of the civil rights movement
&Mina progress is being made rests upon its continuing to
be a united effort in every retowed racial integration.
-TIsis observation was made spect. We dare not isolate our
by /eIrs. Ruby Shuttlesworth, struggle for justice from the
wlfg of the Rev. Fred Shuttles- movement for equal rights in
worth, who has been arrested the North," she continued.
nit&ous times in the past Furthermore, we in the
few years for his fight for South also realize that it is as
rights in Birmingham shocking to find all white and
ma Zither areas of the state of all Negro schools in a city
Alabgma, when she' spoke in like Chicago as it is to find
such schools in Birmingham."
Chissto recently.
'_147mpathetic whites have Mrs. Shuttlesworth emphasizbeen - driven into silence by ed that in both lostances chilthe Slime forces that deny the dren are deprived of opportuiitir Negro h i s dignity," Mrs. nities to which they are enW 6huttlesworth said. "A state titled.
of.1kwlessness and terror ex- Comparing segregation
ists.g.he NAACP has been out- practices in the North and
lawed and thousands of Ne- South, she said, "In Birminggroes are denied voting rights. ham, they beat you and burn
There is no equality of oppor- your home if you attempt to
attend all-wh lie schools; in
tunity, she contended.
"We who carry on the strug- the North, they gerrymander
gle en the Deep South realize school boundaries."

YoU iNow B1JN6...SiNcE WOVE
1AU6441 ME TO Y. .1 14iNK
11'6 vioMUER L

"But whether you make
segregation an open and admitted practice or disguise it
with certain niceties a n d
blams it on accidental neighborhood patterns, segregation

MRS. It. slit YTI ESWORTII

1NERE'S ONE 1141 NG I,.
WOLICI) LIKE 10
V414AT DO YOU Tootx ABOUT
TRAVELING IN SPACE?

Tuskegee Soph
At UN Event

13E-VrER "NAN
IRAVELIN ALL

CRAMPED UP/

CONGRATULATIONS EXTENDED — Or. C. A. Kirk
endoll. presyent of Lane

college: congratulates Dr.
Hirsch L. Silverman for his
e x c• 1 1 ent r ,rin men,,smerrit

address, while Dr. Herman
Stone Jr., dean Of instruetrrrn

look< rrn
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Glenzy Thomas Plans Wedding In Late August

.

. issom•
411
4
•
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SOCIETY

honor dormitory resident and at the University of South
MISS GLENZY THOMAS
Mr. and Mrs. Sammie Thom- chairman of the judiciary Florida. He is a teacher in the
as of 1410 Wabash ave., an- board.
Florida Public school system.
nounce the engagement of
The prospective bridegroom
their daughter, Miss Glenzy
•
Thomas, to Rudolph Arnao, was graduated from MoreYour EAR
house
college with a bachelor
son of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
of arts degree in mathematics.
can Ire HURT Arnao of Tampa, Fla.
with toothpicks or conost
The couple will be married He is a member of the Omega
tipped sticks. Don't risk
in late August at Cane Creek Psi Phi fraternity
Soften up hard us
damage.
Mr. Arnao is now studying
Baptist church here.
reach was with safe effea;.
gradutire AURO eardrops.
The bride-elect was
Wash cut clogged wax'
ated with honors from Hamilthat may irritate, affect
ton High school and attended
your heeling. Ask at all
Spelman college in Atlanta,
druggists for AURO
LEARN THE ART OF
where she received a bachelor
of science degree in home ecoII
nomics.
dean
At spelman, Miss Thomas
T H E ANNUAL PRESS ham Allen, Dr. Allen the
For D•toils WrIno:
at Meharwas a member of the college
YOUR
PARTY given by Southland of the dental school
SingleB.
J.
glee club, AMS chorus, an
SOCIAL
Race Track was held a fort- ry; Dr. and Mrs.
WatH.
W.
Mrs.
night ago Sunday at the K-9 ton, Dr. and
SECURIT',
N. S. Nixon,
Mrs. H. R. Jackson, Mrs. A.
HAIR-WEEV
Club ... and there with genial son, Dr. and Mrs.
NUMBER
PetF.
Abraham
Mrs.
J. Freeman, Mrs. Wilhelmien
Training School
John R. Arnold as host, hos- Dr. and
8. NAME
and
Nashville,
of
all
erson
Lockard and Joseph Westpitality was overflowing.
5107 S. Michigan Avenue
Richard
Mrs.
and
Dr.
Jackson's
brook.
We motored over with JohnChicago, Illinois
E.
SUWIIII OM A SEARPIWIll 11104111.
And Mrs. W. L. Jameson,
ny's wife, Juanita, and Bennie Bell, Dr. and Mrs. William
MON COLOR PERMAMINIF MI6
Mrs.
and
Phone: KEnwood 6-1383
Dr.
and
McKissack
JR.
RobMits.
MARIUS,
Mae
W.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Crosley,
lit. and
G. Williams, Allie
SOWED METAL PLASS
J. 0.
WIN NW &wow, N. mom mom, Owe
Melvin Shaw, Mrs. Betty Bererts and former Memphian Ernest Carter; and Dr.
an. me*. Y. OW Pitt. ••••••••••
a.
Chattanoog
of
Young,
Miss
McNeil
Monger,
Ola
Mrs.
nard,
Ora Lee (Owens)
owerle• leelbAreN• co. IA& NNANcthog
mold weasel owNI laleweilloolie• Nerd.
Clara Monger, Mrs. Vera AnKansas City, Mo., who is visit- Dr. Charles Pinkston is pressooe mime, A.Adoemoad Se/ANI AsomNIF
,
July
4th
Wednesday
going
assoto
dental
Cooperprior
local
Charles
Mrs.
derson,
family
the
of
her
ident
AAA
ing
••••laar MEW PIAINIFA.
or KO.
wood, Mrs. Stella Means,
ciation.
on to Chicago.
INDEPENDENCE DAY
Melted eiselretur_Orezat/I• r
James H. Monger, Etherine
Our reserved table was ad- MEANDERINGS
will be a
Holt, Myrtta Holt, Mrs. Eleajaernt to the bar, a ourfect The 25th wedding annivers$1.50 each
BANK HOLIDAY
nor Oglesby, Mrs. Mary Weavantage point to see and greet ary of Dr. Noland and Geneva
Enterprises
Fashion
ther, Mrs. Evelyn Williamson,
Banks, members of this
the' Scores of invited guests Anderson at Marshall, Texas,
Doggett, Miss Mattie Woods, and Miss Katheryn Miller.
Avenue
Michigan
6651
.
and
others.
Atkins
Barabara
who immensely enjoyed the claimed the presence of Dr. In the sanctuary of Oak
town
of
out
from
Coming
association, will not be
Miss Mrs. Fannie M. Clark, Miss
eager convivality.
and Mrs. W. 0. Speight, Jr. and Grove Baptist church,
Chicago 37, Illinois
Joyce for the wedding were Mr. and
Miss
Tolliver,
Dorothy
Walter
open
for
and
the
Monger
Lee
Anna
We saw Washington, D. C's Dr. and Mrs. Frederick Rivers
Mrs. TAXES
mar A. Ford, Miss Mildred Jones Mrs. Charles Martin and
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
of business this date.
Jack Humes, who was in town last weekend. They flew down Martin, Jr., spoke their
Lucinda Martin of Chicago;
Davis.
Faye
Mrs.
and
after
Sunday
on
vows
riage
Philvisiting his mother . .
to attend the celebration which
Mrs. Chaney Flowers of West The Tax Foundation notes that
E.
J.
Rev.
was
honor
with
or
9,
June
noon,
matron
MEMPHIS
The
over
Memphis') brought friends from all
adelphia's (and
and Mrs. Eva Pearl the income tax, which producthe bride's sister, Mrs. Willie Memphis of Pine Bluff, Ark. ed $28 million in 1913, is CLEARING
Chris Roulhac with his sister the country. There a breakfast Clark, the pastor officiating.
HOUSE
McMurray
director Mae Evans.
upon to produce about
and brother-in-law, Alma and party. a luncheon and the re- Martin is the band
Among the guests were Miss counted
ATION
mother
High
ASSOCI
Monger,
Washington
Irene
Mrs.
T.
Booker
at
here
t
still
governmen
is
party
the
Chris
for
after
$50 billion
Phil Booth.
ception and an
bride a mem- of the bride, selected for her Mattie Holmes, Mr. and Mrs. this
year.
visiting with his parents, Dr. made the Southern colonial school, and the
Riverview daughter's wedding, a white Willie Lindsey, Mrs. Miller
at
faculty
the
of
ber
while
Roulhac,
gala
a
M.
Andersons
C.
the
and Mrs.
home of
Bessie Taylor,
school.
on white cotton sheath gown Lindsey, Mrs.
Dr. Roulhac is on the sick list. haven. Organ music during the Elementary
radiance sur- with scooped neckline, set off Mr. and Mrs. Clair Jones, AgSome of the others at the reception, and a combo at the A special
bride as she walk- with rose satin at the midriff, nes Lindsey, Mrs. Lillian Wilparty w ere Euralia and after-party were combined with rounded the
Margaret Wilson
ed down the aisle leading to with a large satin bow accent- liams, Mrs.
Charles Fletcher of Hernando, he merry-making.
draped in white ing the back at the waist line. Mrs. Lillian Coyd, Mrs. 011ie
Miss., Ezelle a n d Hannibal The Riverses returned to the altar
Clark, Mrs. Silvia Holman,
profusely decked GROOM'S MOTHER
Parks, Mollie Carter Jackson. Memphis the following day satin and
Harold Thompson, Mrs. Thelwhite gladioli, white carMrs. Daisy Martin, t h e
Aretta and Fleming Polk, Jana and "Trees," "Bootsie" stop- with
white baby breath. groom's mother, was hand- ma Glass, Mrs. Myrtle White, • k,Nr,rs
and William Porter, Marvin ped long enough in Memphis nations and
marriage by her somely attired in a lovely pink Mrs. Catherine B. Simmons,
in
Given
Tarpley, Charles Washburn, to change bags and continue on
Monger, jr., lace dress with scooped neck- Mr. and Mrs. Charles Phillips,
George
father,
Lester Snell, Johnny a n d to Nashville to attend the State
Spencer Knowles and Miss
an original line and short sleeves.
in
regal
was
she
Joan Johnson, Helen Tarpley, Medical Auxiliary Meeting
Jewel Gentry.
of
Portrait
by
designed
Automobile, Furniture
gown
William
was
man
best
The
Rita Jones and Johnson, Rob- where Mrs. Leland Atkins prewhite nylon organza.
Signature
H. Hawkins, a teacher at Por- MORE GUESTS
ert Ratcliffe, Harriet and Clai- sided as state president. The
And Kenneth Irons, Mrs.
BRIDE'S GOWN
There is a reason why people:.
ter Junior high school.
borne Davis, Thaddeus Stokes Volunteer State Medical Golf
M.
was
D.
Mrs.
bodice
The sculptured
100 single white sheets
like to do business with us.
Groomsmen included Willie Thomas Brown,
, .. and just scads more.
Tournament claimed the at- fashioned with scalloped neckJohn
You, too, will like our courE. Lindsey, jr., Nathaniel D. Grisham, Mr. and Mrs.
(50
imprinted, 50 plain)
DINNER FOR NEWLYWEDS tention of the medics while
enGuy
The
Mrs.
sleeves.
and
teous treatment and desire to
Mr.
and brief
jr., H. Guy,
line
Wilburn,
Wallace
Morris,
the
was
THE FLAME CLUB
50 envelopes.... $1.50
help you.
their wives were in session. tire bodice and front skirt was
Arkans- Robert Lee, Miss Florence
scene of the soignee dinner Picking up beautiful trophies outlined in a pattern of re- Vernon F. McMurray,
"Oprin Thursday and Friday
Bluff, Jordan, Misses Mary Ann CorPine
college,
State
as
SHEL, given by HELEN
pail)
Nights Until 8:110 P. M.
at the tournament were Dr. embrodiered lace and embelEast pal, Ruby Washington, and
Informal notes, 36 notes
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
BY, MARGARET B. MCWIL- Arthur Horne and Dr. Speight. lished with irridescent sequins Ark.; Elliott McKinney, Dog- Janet Turner, Al Varnado,
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
St. Louis, Ill.; Thomas
with on• lin•
LI:WS, MARY C. PRUITT Dr. B. F. McCleave also at- and tiny seed pearl.
Maiges
(imprinted
Brown,
Otis
III,
Jordan,
Fred
Home Owned - Horne Operated..
gett. Herman R. Rankin. and
and MAE D. FITZGERALD for tended the tournament.
36 envelop•s, not
only)
The gown was over a period William Robinson.
Mrs. Magnolia Perry and WilDIXIE
newly weds, IDA MAE AND More medical news concerns hoop and swept into a fan- Ushers were Robert Monger, lie Darnell.
COMPANY
$1.65
FINANCE
imprinted
HOSEA LOCKARD recently.
the forthcoming meeting of the shaped train of chapel length. brother of the bride, and J. B. Others were Mrs. Opal Wil"we like to say yes to your
With their spouses as hosts,
liams, Carol Jamison, Mrs.
Her waist-length veil was of Clark.
loan request"
American Medical Association
Send check or money order
Rciscoe McWilliams, Sam Pruin Chicago at McCormick misty English illusion and was Bearing the ring on a lacy Mattie Jackson, Minnie BesExamined and Supervised by.
itt, and William Fitzgerald
the State Deportment et W. 0. Speight, Sr. held in place by a crown of satin pillow was Master Ron- ly, Mrs. G. H. Best, Joseph
Fashion
guests Harriette Place. Dr.
welcomed
Insurance and Banking.
Dr. W. S. Bisson and Dr. Mc- clustered pearls. She carried nie Lynn Blakney, son of Mr. Ford, Edna Ford, James Ford,
brother and sister-in-law, the
311
Box
Post Office
2 LOCATIONS
meet- a bouquet of white carnations and Mrs. James Coleman of Mr. and Mrs. Wilford Glenn,
this
attend
will
Cleave
Joseph Walkers of 1..os An161 S. Main, JA. 7-8581
ing and will stop at the Mor- and white pearls.
Kansas City, Mo. The flower Percy C. Norris, Mrs. Mary
s, Tenn.
Memphi
geles, the groom's brother and
the
Mrs.
to
Preceding the bride
152 Madison, JA. 5-7611
girl was little Miss Cynthia Ford, Mrs. S. L. Jones,
rison Hotel.
sister-in-law, the Lemuel Lockaltar was the pagentry of eight Rene Evans, daughter of Mr. J. E. Clark, Rev. and Mrs.
ards, Julia Atkins, Gussie MRS. GLADYS GREENE is maids and as many ushers.
AddiLouis
Wiley Brackett,
Mrs. Tommie Evans.
• weet Dorothy Mont- spending the summer at Wash- Wearing gowns in rainbow and
son and Clifton Best.
NUPTIAL MUSIC
gomery. Emmit and ington, D. C. where she is in colors with matching carnaWilliam Lindsey, Sr., Mr.
Presiding at the organ and
Elizabeth Simon, Frank and her second summer session at tion bouquets were Miss Ametraditional wed- and Mrs. Robert Clark, Willie
the
playing
University.
American
Mildred Williams Dr. Stanley
Williams, Mrs. Marvis ding march was Wilford Glenn. Stewart, Misses Ruby Harlan,
MAE lia L.
MAR ION
MISS
and Sue Ish, Melvin Conley
He accompanied the soloists, Patricia Applewhite, Harriet
a
of
recipient
the
is
SPEIGHT
enjoyed
and the D. H. Rosses
includes Mrs. Mortis J. Ewell Holmes Applewhite, Katherine Miller,
also
that
Saville,
F.
fellowship
all-expense
NDEA
menu
tasty
a
cocktails and
Hazel Scott, Glenda Jo HarW. 0. Speight of St. Louis, Mo.
served from a "T' shaped table attending the Language Insti- the offices of Dr.
by Dr. E. A. Mrs. Fannie Taylor was dan, Mrs. Elmo Stewart, Mr.
pharmacy
a
Jr.,
TheSt.
of
College
the
at
tute
beautiwas
that
t
arrangemen
Monger, E.
n. and a medical wedding consultant and di- and Mrs. William
ful with a centerpiece of white resa at Winona, Minn. She will Witherspoo
K. Thompson, Miss Sarah
headed by Mrs. An- rectress.
AIR CONDITIONED FOR YOUR COMFORT
and yellow gladiolus, trelles- come to Memphis in August laboratory
Mrs. N. D.
A reception followed almost Coleman, Mr. and
ing ivy and flanked with ivy to spend the remainder of her cirewnetta Jones.
Morrison.
cerethe
after
beautiy
is
immediatel
plant
entwined cand:eholders with summer before going back to The physical
of the OTHER GUESTS
Daytona Beach, Fla., where she ful beyond words and contains mony in the home
white tapers.
Mrs. Carla Walker, Mrs.
at 1579 HanEnjoy your next Sunday Dinner at the GAY HAWK
heads the language department the very latest in equipment bride's parents
STATE DENTAL MEET
Nola Irons, Mrs. Carrie Colecolis
decor
at.
auer
The
services.
and
Memphis'Dentists and their at Bethune Cookman college.
J.
Miss
Lee.
Berry
man, Mrs.
lavish, and its ap- HOSTESSES
wives were hosts to the state MRS. A. A. LATTING accom- orful and
Mrs. James C.
Restaurant 685 SOUTH WELLINGTON at GEORGIA ST. are a case in point Introducing in the receiving Scott, Mr. and
meeting of the Pan-Tennessee panied her cute granddaughter, pointments
Martin,
Lucinda
,
Somerville
desiring to see a line were Mrs. H. H. Jones.
Dental Association last Tues- Judy Coleman to Houston, Tex- for anyone
Mae Harris, Mrs.
of interior decora- Hostesses were Mrs. Gloria Mrs. Ora
day, through Thursday. While as. and to visit with her daugh- superb job
. Mrs. Jacqueline Janie Mae Flowers, Ophelia
our
to
Lindsey
ions
Congratulat
tion.
and
Atty.
the dentists were attending ter and son-in-law,
Ford, Linda Wilson, Carlton
Sunday Specials $1.00
medics for this forward move- Hawkins, Miss Classie M. Peomeetings at UT. their ladies Mrs. Clarence Coleman.
health ples, Miss Joyce A. Williams, Vesey, Leon Berkley, Mrs. J.
the
for
caring
in
ment
reare
auxiliary
Memphians
with
Scores of
Garrner
fair were busy
Mrs.
m,
Cunningha
N.
Dixie
Mrs.
Lee,
Miss Linda
community.
meetings at t h e Sarah H. gretting that the community of our
Robinson,
BILLY BARTHOLO- Crosley, Miss Cherie Jackson Currie, Mrs. M. L.
2 Fried Chicken or 2 Pork Chops
1
/
Brotvn, branch YWCA. In the will lose BETTY and LeROY ABOUT
and
he
jaunt,
European
MEW'S
here
moved
they
president,
after
state
YOUNG
absence of
remain
will
group
Mrs. Cooper Taylor. the na- 11 years ago from Philadel- his Rutgers
With Salad, French Fries & Ice Tea
continent until October,
tiorial president elect, presid- phia. LeRoy left early Sunday on the
•
not be the usual
will
theirs
ed at the auxiliary meetings. morning for Durham, N. C. be- and
itinerary, but rather
There Mrs. N. M. Watson fore going to Philadelphia, tourist
traveling about the countrybrought greetings from the where they will live. He has
Family Groups Attractive Prices
sides, stopping at youth HolBluff City Medical Auxiliary. been appointed assistant manand seeing Europe in a
Mrs. Addie Owens from the ager in the Agency Department steries
relaxed and leisurely manner.
YW, and Mrs. J. H. Seward as of North Carolina Mutual, with
CONDOLENCES
president of the local auxiliary. headquarters in Philly.
sincerely regret the news
Mrs. Frederick Rivers was the "Youngie" as he is fondly We
passing of the mother
program chairman and Mrs. I. called, will be missed in many of the
Mrs. Willa McWilliams
A. Watson, Jr.. entertainment quarters in our city, including of
and Roscoe McWilliams
Sam Qualls Golf Course and Walker
chairman.
sisters and brothers.
other
and
church
Episcopal
a
Emmanuel
Social highlights included
the sympathy of
have
all
They
inan
been
have
and
both
Dr.
of
where
social at the home
staff of the TSD.
entire
the
n
congregatio
the
of
part
hat
a
tegral
Mrs. Theron Northcros.s.
CHIT CHAT
showing by Eunice Carruthers Betty especially is a vital cog
were delighted to learn
The latter was also enjoyed by in the church, being the head ofWe
presence of Chaplain
the
director
school,
church
YW
the
to
the
of
came
who
the men
and Mrs. L. A. Thigpen in town
asthe
and
activities
the
youth
and
of
picture
group
for their
last week. They left our cornparty given by the dentists for sistant director of the church's
will munity to live in New Jersey.
the ladies at the Top Hat and camp at Mason, Tenn. She
chat with Mrs.
be here until the latter part of We enjoyed our
Tails Club.
Thigpen and we still miss her
Special feature at the party September.
vivaciousness and his deep inwas lucky number prizes, ela- CONGRATULATIONS
terest in the civic and cultural
borate ones at that, that went All eyes in the community activities. Chaplain Thigpen
the beauto Mrs. Vivian Bell of Jack- have been turned to
been was formerly a chaplain at
son, Mrs. Rosemary Lewis of tiful clinic which has
Kennedy General Hospital. RePawl Tappin Sr., Manag•r
Nashville and Mrs. Augusta opened on Mississippi Avenue,
a student at
/V->k f, d- c-_,PEAS I
ic
SPEASif
near South Parkway, by Drs. gina Thigpen is
Cash.
JerNew
Union University in
Out-of-towners attending the G. W. Stanley Ish, Leland L.
meeting were Dr. and Mr, Wil- Atkins. Arthur Flowers and A. sey.
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Anna Monger Wed To Walter Martin Jr.,
In Brilliant Ceremony At Oak Grove Church

transaction

NEED CASH!

/1111
1,41r
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t•ttsIR

Personalized
stationary
with your name,
address,
city and state.
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—Quick Loans

ep

NOW OPEN

x-i.musertraac

QUALITY.'
Full-Bodied
Tangy

We specialize in doing your 4th of July
Barbecuing RIBS, SHOULDERS

& CHICKENS for Parties and Picnics

Pap,A*Cida,
oit,Di4figed,

ONE DAY SERVICE

CALL US

526-2779

Be

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER NOW OFFERS A NEW SERVICE TO ADVERTISERS
— INSTANT CREDIT

—

R...••••••••••• JAckson 64397
YOU CALL NOW.....•••.......WE BILL YOU LATE
room or an apartment.
automobile, cottage, mansion, a lot, church or furniture. or to rent a
To buy, or sell - A house, an

•••••••••••••••••WE
YOU HAVE THE GOODS.••••••••••••••••••

HAVE THE RESULTS

•
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the only antidote for hate, be- described at the banquet be- Mrs. Faulkner lived in the pervisor of the Youth Admin. His hobbies are collecting
snit
cause hatred begets hate and gan his career as
Newsboy capital until 1919. He then ac- !titration program at Fisk, retelling American Negro lair
violence breeds more violence," selling the Saturday Made, cepted the position of director which provided assistance to stories and fishing.
are lines from "The Philosophy the Chicago Leader and the of physical education and boys astiudents during the depression
LOVES POETRY
By LEAHMON L. REID
treat for the pastor of the Parklof Aiken, S. c., whom the hon- of William J. Faulkner" ap- Pennsylvania Grit. With a ma- work for the Butler Street years. He organized the stupearing in the white, gold jor interest in business, he YMCA in Atlanta. There he dent leaders training retreat, New that they are retire*
ic The key words spoken at Manor Congregational church, oree had not seen in 50 years, trimmed velveteen souvenir
completed the trade of tailoring established the first summer and also served as a public Dr.'dad Mrs. Faulkner wal
the _testimonial banquet last 7000 S. Parkway. It honored described Dr. Faulkner as one dinner program.
live in Wildwood where hi
at Maysville Institute in 1911 camp for Negro boys, just as relations man.
*eels honoring Dr. and Mrs. his retirement from the active of her very brilliant music From Atty. Nicholson's por- and went to
will spend most of his time
Baltimore where he had done in Philadelphia.
Dr. Faulkner bid farewell to
William J. Faulkner were Christian ministry, his 45th students. "Chief" Walter E. Ai- trayal of Dr. Faulkner's
life, he worked with the Progress Dr. Faulkner 'left YMCA Nashville in 1953 to accept the writing and reading poetry. g
love" and "beauty." Untold wedding anniversary to the kens of Atlanta told the tales her audience of over 500 learnlover
of poetry, he prefer,
Tailoring co. While working as
beauty and profound love was former Elizabeth Abele Cook of Faulkner as a YMCA co- ed that "young William" start- a tailor he decided that he work in 1922 and went into pastorate of the Congregation- John Greenleaf Whittier, but
real
al
estate
church
of
Park
the
and
Manor
here.
construcbusiness
associate, ed to show biblical inclination wanted to be a
the one
thread
running of Philadelphia, Pa., and also worker and
religious lead- tion business with "Chief' In addition to serving as pastor Gray's "Eulogy in a Country
thrmighout
Dr
Faulkner's the date of his graduation and Fisk university past presi- at an early age. At the age of er, but not a pastor.
Aikens, a former Philadelphia of Park Manor, Dr. Faulkner Churchyard" is his favoritO
Thomas
E.
Dr.
dent
Jones de- three he was a great admirer YMCA WORK
closely woven life as it was from Springfield college (Mass.)
•
YMCA
co-worker. Meanwhile, has been active in many civic poem.
Faulkner's
scribed
Dr.
role as of John the Baptist, especially
unravelled in a script called in 1914 "cum laude" with the
Using the tailoring business
This life of love and beautp
"The Making of a Ministry" bachelor of humanics degree. a religious leader in Nashville. his admonition: "Repent ye as a means to an end, he saved he continued preaching and endeavors, in fact, too many is best described
in another
teaching and in 1925, was to mention here. He was the
written arid narrated by Atty. THREE PEOPLE
"That God is good and that for the Kingdom of God is at enough money to educate
line from 'The Philosophy of
only
Congregational
called
as
acting
pastor
of
the
minister
Odes Nicholson.
is
like
Three people, who witnessed His love
an unending hand." So Impressed was he himself at Springfield college
William J. Faulkner,".. thit
*The occasion, sponsored by Dr. Faulkner's life in the mak- stream which blesses all whom with John the Baptist that he for YMCA work. His first full- First Congregational church of and Negro in a 14 - member to help another to
find himgroup which toured Europe
a committee of friends in the ing, came from afar to testify it touches; that life is good, asked his mother to change time job was director of phy- Atlanta.
under the auspices of the State self, or enable him to discover
Sherman House, was a triple in his behalf. Mrs. Mary Price and not evil; . . . that love is his name to "John the Baptist" sical education at the Christian MOVE TO CHICAGO
goodness, truth and beauty,
department.
and she obliged, in part, and Street YMCA in Philadelphia. The family moved to Chiinsures one's own immortality."
cago in 1933, where Dr. Faulk- In 1959, he was commission"William Heard Faulkner" be- YMCA called Dr. Faulkner ined by the United States Air
came "William John Faulkner," to service as personnel secre- ner entered the Chicago TheoMN
logical seminary and later Force on Protestant Preaching Looking For a
hence the "..1,"
tary with headquarters in
Mission to Europe air bases.
The well-rounded individual Washington, D. C., and he and the University of Chicago's
Divinity school. Mrs. Faulkner He later received a citation
hos beekl•t• toll hey• woo eon
also entered the seminary and from the Air Force for ser- publish,
moor,' end ..II your bosh;
earned the masters degree in vices rendered on that tour. He
sentrea• •apisln•i; 1.10.
religious education in 1935. is a recipient of the Brother- InptIps. 3000••••5•••evelisho1oneet
*or plus. All aoltletta smote& Write
While Dr. and Mrs. Faulkner hood Award of the National Dept. A•• S.
were engaged in their educa- Council of Christians and
ta•••ia••
tional pursuits in Chicago, their Jews, among numerous others.
311‘ Pork Ave. 5, N.Y. 14
three children — Wiliam John
and Josephine were attending Hyde Park High school
and Marie was attending McCosh Elhmentary school. The
only
discordant note heard in
Since January 1st Union has broken record after
the Faulkners' life was in the
SPACE-SAVER
death of William John, an Air
' record! Moro and more people are driving Union
REFRIGERATOR
EARNEST JONES
REV. J. L. KING
captain
killed
in
Force
action
AN 44566
in 1944.
. Chevrolets, because they've found they made
PAST PRESIDENT
0*264
Dr. Thomas Elsa Jones. Fisk
:their best buy there. So be sure before you
MINNIE WRIGHT
university past president, inEX
vited Dr. Faulkner to join his
trade you visit Union Chevrolet....you'll make
NWei
staff in 1934, and he remained at Fisk until 1953. While
there, he reorganized the Flak
- record savings in this record -breaking year.
Oar
Union church. The chapel was
reorganized as a CongregaCORA STEWARD
30011 TILLMAN
tional church, with deacons
APT, 2
and deaconesses. He was su-

A:Life Of Beauty And Love...

± There Must Be A Reason

PUBLISHER

2588

CARS AND TRUCKS
SOLD IN '62

afrtedr

SAVE AT UNION

COMPARE

THE PRICE—low at the start
THE TRADE—the greatest
THE TERMS—long and low

COMPARF ALL THREE. YOU'LL KNOW YOU MAKE THE
BEST BUY AT UNION. COME IN FOR PROOF!
1020 'Union

IION
evrollet
BR 4-7400

•••
Mu.

Stwe with Volume Prices at Memphis' Oldest Chevrolet Dealer

The experienced sales force of Freeman Furniture Co., offering the best in furniture, appliances and air-conditioning cordially invite you to
contact us for all your needs. We bring to your
home vivid colored pictures that will enable you
to buy from the comfort of your living room, or we
will take you to our show room, and let you pick
from our large selection of fine furniture.
SPECIAL OF THE WEEK
50 Fryers with the purchase,of a Norge Freezer.
Pick up payments $13.00 per month.
6 Months supply of washingpowder with purchase
of washing machine.
Pick up note on a Console Stereo, $8.00 per month.

Freeman Furniture & Appliance Co.
Phone WH 8-2666

Memphis, T....

1940 So. Lauderdale

Chicagoan Gets
Liquor Post

Modal MCI
Fits in a tiny apace yet gives big refrigerator performsnce! Spacious fresh-food section has fullwidth crisper and super-storage door. 60.6-1b.
freezer with quick-cooling chiller tray. Easyopening Million-Magnet* door seals cold in. *teak

CHICAGO, Ill. —
John S. Davis, who has had
12 years of experience in the
beverage industry at both
wholesale and distillery levels,
has been appointed sales specialist for the Chicago area by
Schenley Imports Co.
In announcing the appointment, Lou G. Widduck, Chicago manager of Schenley Imports, said Davis "brings with
him wide knowledge of the liquor business in the Chicago
market."

AI

QUALITY
FURNITURE & APPLIANCE CO.
Wit S437112114 1. Lauerdale

NEWSBOYS
soot NEW SUMMER CONTEST
to$

for July and Atigust

x it0

6

3 L., 4/0A,
- wrial
NA,

•

IT'S YOU!!
July 31st And August 31st Are Payoff Days

$15 FOR
sio vim
S5 mw

A SUMMER CONTEST! NEWSBOYS!
Win Cash Prizes By Selling More Papers During Summer
Months! New Winners Will Be Announced At The End Of
July and August
1st Prize — $15.00 2nd Prize — $10.00 3rd Prize — $5.00
PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED PROMPTLY
Winners will be selected from top three boys selling
greatest number of papers above weekly quota at the end
of July and August.
A picture of first prize winners and members of their
families will. appear in the TRI-STATE DEFENDER following the presentation.

•

Pictures of second and third prize winners will also
be published.
Earn extra money during summer vacation. Enter the
newsboy contest this week.
Contest is open In clurent and future newsboys.

Remember!!!!
July 31st
August 1st

DEFENDER

Here's A Page Of Weekend Comics For The Whole Family
DONALD DUCK
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By Jose Salinas & Rod Reed
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THE FLOP FAMILY
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Secret Agent X9

By Paul Robinson
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THAT WAY YOu'D
HAVE MORE
TO TAKE ME
AROUND!'

4
by Bud Sagendorf
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FOR YOuR INFoRMATION1,
STUPID, A HAMBURGER
is cow MEAT
IN A MN!

I'LL, PROVE
WE 13LUES
CAN DO
ALIYTHING!

CO. ewe et
DAILY FORTUNE FINDER

HERE WU ARE!
oNE i4AmBuRoER
C.0M11.1do UP!

To learn your "Fortune" for today
the atm, write in the tatters
of the alphabet corresponding to thefrom
numerals
logical period in which you were born. You will on the line of the astrofind it fun.
1 2 3
56 7 S11011121314151417111110
31333334 36
AlCDEFO1411 KLAIN0e011
15TUVWXYZ
JAN.223 15 14 19 20 18 21 3 20 9 22 5 20 1 12 11
FM lt
111.21.
218 9 5 6 3 15 14 6 518 614 3 519
MAR. 20
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4 9 22 9 14 5 18 5 22 5 12 1 20 9 15 14
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16 12 4 6 18 9 5 14 4 8 5 12 16 621 12
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"You deliberately washed the car, didn't you?*
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Golfing With `Lir

Sports

Words of the Wis• 4
In nothing do mew MOPS
Youth took over at the third place Mrs Kathleen Johnson.
goal
annual Sam Qualls Invitation- First flight winner was Mrs. nearly approach ih•
than in doing good to their
al tournament. Pleas Jones, Florence M. Scott, second
fellow men.
with a 73-71-144, walked off place Mrs Athea Pyles and
—(Clioesse)
with the championship. In third Mrs. Frances Rodgers.
second place was Mason West
The Senior championship
and third place went to Willie was won by Dollar Sanders,
Hill.
WALCOTT THE MAN
the most coveted title in boxsecond went to Paul Nichols,
In the first flight Larry and third Bridges Pyles. First Third place was C. Lemons.
Once in a decade, do you ing, his biggest fight. HowIn the second Junior flight'
Youngblood of Chicago was flight of the Seniors S. L.
manage to cross the path of a ever, only a boxer with WalDallas McCollough was first,
first, M. Waters second, and Hall of Nashville, Tenn., secaeriOus-minded, down to the cott's sincerity could label a
James Normans second and IA.
Melvin Davis third. In the ond James Cash Sr. and
; core :athlete. Such was my defeat, his greatest sports moCaldwell third.
second flight E. Brown was third C. W. Gregory.
pleasure during the weekly ment. This is just an example
first, Haywood Mull, second
. wrestling show, last week in of the premium he places on a
The high point in the Junand D. C. Jordan third.
the Municipal Amphitheater story having authenticity. The
ior division was Delaney RichIn the third flight Frank ardmond who outplayed
before an estimated crowd of Camden resident said that he
his
' 5,000. Jersey Joe Walcott, for- considered his fights with Joe
Haggett was first, Hershel brother, Ben, who has been
CARS OR
Henderson, second and Rob- King of the Junior golfers.
mer world's heavyweight box- Louis, perhaps the best heavying champion, made a pilgrim- weight of all times, his great- ENGLISH WORKSHOP —
ert Crawford third. In the
USED CARS
school teachers under direcfourth flight Hank Jackson
age down from his Camden, est thrill. Quite an honor to One of the most popular
tion of the college's Eng
N. J., home to serve as referee. give, even to Louis, who in workshops at LeMoyn• col- lish Department. Dr.
first
W.
S.
(Top)
Sawyer secJuaniThe affable Jersey Joe, who 1947, was considered on the lege this summer was the
ond and Ike Wilson third.
ta Williamson, professor of
wilt go down as a legend in downgrade.
In the ladies division Mrs. SOUND TRUCK OVER 400
three - week course in new
English at LeMoyne and one
FINANCING TO SUIT
*fisticuffs annals for his paten- Maybe it was because many methods of teaching English. of the
Magalene Carney of Nashville
workshop instructors.
YOUR PURSE
SQUARE FEET OF SIGN
ted back pedaling and light- ring siders believed that Wal- It was given for
Tenn. makes it a habit to win
secondary is shown standing at right.
ning-like countering rights, cott had wrestled the crown
CAN
SPACE
BE
RENTED
SBAW AYH, S. C. -- Staff the ladies championship. Secobligoingly took time out be- away from the aging Louis.
ond place was won by Mrs.
ELECTION USE
fore :and after the main event I was tempted to ask his opin- expect," Walcott remarked. dren, four girls and two boys. Sergeant Saul E. Miller of Las Odessa Dickens and third FOR
in which he worked, to con- ion of that tight 15 round bout. He was asked for a prediction Junior, 21, turned to the min- Angeles, Calif., participated in
verse freely about himself, his The idea was abandoned be- of the proposed championship istry after his daddy passed the 1962 United States Air
family, his storied career, and cause earlier in the evening, fight, set for Chicago in Sep- on his wisdom that one hard- Force Talent Contest here reMemphis' Largest Sound
in general, the fight game.
World's Largest Ford Deafer*
Walcott was asked some pret- tember, between Sonny Liston ship case from boxing is cently.
Truck Operator
Walcott rose from the depths ty touchy questions, and he and Patterson. The cagey enough. The remainder of the Sgt. Miller appeared in the
2093 Madison Avenue
campaigner
mentioned
that
he
family
instrumental
includes
Vincent,
28.
a
group
THIRD & GAYOSO
category
of ixiverty to become the idol had shown an uncanny knack
Two -Door, Hard Top.Power
Phone BR 5-5586
of the boxing world by de- for avoiding throwing dirt at had served as referee in bouts policeman; Elva, 26, Doris, 24, in the annual event which se- Steering.PowerSeats
JA 6-8871
lects the tops in entertainfeating Ezzard Charles for the anyone, even when it appeared involving both fighters and Ruth, 22, and Carroll, 18.
Being a former champ, cer- ment talent from Air Force .Power Vlindows
heavyweight crown in 1951, at he might have been able to considers himself a friend of
both. He did reveal, that the tainly aids Joe in his work in members stationed throughFactery air conditioned,
the not-too-tender age of 37. throw a shovel or two.
fighter that got hurt first, Juvenile Bureau as a Special out the world.
25.000 Miles
The latter making his victory "DIFFICULT,"
probably would wind up as Investigator and in recreation. The sergeant, a machine One owner Memphis Car,
even more incredible.
WALCOTT SAYS
loser.
the
The
was
girls'
taken supervisor at Minot AFB, N. Original Spare Tire Never
match
BIGGEST FIGHT
Jersey Joe flubbed a chance
Out
by Ethel Johnson and Lulu D., is the son of Mrs. L. E
Born Arnold Cream, Wal- to redeem himself when he WILL NOT APPEAR
Of Trunk. The Newest you
Walcott
has
a
great
humane
Provo
in
two
falls
over
Bags
Miller,
1782 W. 37th pl., Los
cott climbed through the ropes was kayoed in the 11th round
have seen. CALL
into the squared circle, and of a return bout with Louis interest in his race. A notable Wingo and Marva Scott in case Angeles. He attended Lecrusader
for
civil
rights,
the
your'e
interested.
Moyne
college,
Memphis, Tenn.
was in combat with the best of in 1948. You'd have to admit,
gladiators for 23 horrendous this bout wasn't like money religious ex-buffer wired Rev. DON'T MISS NEXT He and his wife, the former
years. Without a doubt, he in the bank — after all, Wal- Shuttlesworth, NAACP leader WEEK'S COLUMN. In it Wal- Miss Carrie D. Turner of 471
must have been in the best cott had to live with his irrit- n Birmingham, that he would cott will comment on the Tillman, have two children,
taphysical condition when he able conscience for a year with not appear in the Magic City vaunted arsenal of Patterson Saul, jr., and Darrel.
tjf•lashed headon with his ring the knowledge that he had with the racial strife which
advetsaries, for the now grunt come within an eyelash of now exists.
and groan arbiter appeared whipping unquestichably (if it The former champ said he
CAN YOU USE
to be in better than mediocre weren't for a guy named Jack consented to Hamilton High
shape: on a balmy Memphis Dempsey), the greatest heavy- school Principal Harry T. Cash
MORE
•
to come back to the Bluff City
night
weight in modern boxing hiswhenever he could be of some
He-has now made his way tory I'd imagine that it must service
in aiding the city's
back ;to the upstairs dressing be an excruciating feeling to
youth. For many years, Mr.
room: to resume the interview. lay in wait to ambush, of all
GOD SENT
CROuND 01005
A bit of "bleeding" (sports people . .. someone whom you Cash managed the Tri-State
All Prayers and Holdings Free
Boxing Tournament which can
BUILDING
STERICK
term'for conspicuous perspira- had long admired.
HEALER AND ADVISOR
boast of producing some outWHIRL 10.55 11/(1 rOu
tion), can be noticed trickling
Asked how he rates presentstanding young boxers.
Aro You Sufforing—Sia—Need Advice?
OCT 1.01/111iNitAt
was
answer
down from a close haircut, day fighters, his
nits ICI
FATHER OF SIX
and a pudgy, but solid mid- "difficult" as were the comDon't consider her just another reader. You've seen
The Walcotts have six chilriff, showed an increase in his ments on many ensuing quesher on television, read about her in the papers, now, see
respiratory count which can tions. "There are not as many
her in person, look for the name of REV.SISTER GABLE •,,
today." "Minority
be traced to the just complet- fighters
on the sign with the big white cross.Located other home;
ed pounding on the ring can- groups have to fight to live,
See REV. SISTER GABLE. She has the God -Give!
vas and his rigid warnings to and there aren't many who are
Power to heal by Prayer. Guarantees to heal the sick and
the gal wrestlers about execut- willing to pay the price," Wal"The Friendly' Bar-B-Q Center"
the ailing, but there is no pity for those who know they
ing rough tactics contrary to cott said. He added that
are in hard luck and don't come to see REV. SISTER
the rules in the wild tag team "Many fighters don't properly
-lut. 'Otherwise, the prudent train and many take bouts on
GAI31.. E. Donations accepted.
Where Friends Enjoy Meeting
- 1-champ showed no outward too short notice."
These are but a few that have been healedand helped signs of flabbiness from nine PATTERSON • LISTON
by REV. SISTER GABLE. There are thousands of others
Plenty Of Parking Space
years of retirement and all of "Patterson is a great fightthat have been helped by REV.SISTER GABLE.So come
his battle scars apparently had er, but not as much as People
today, tomorrow may be too late. Remember if there is
Our
— FOOD IN THE BASKET
disappeared.
God's help on earth it can be found through REV.SISTER
GREATEST THRILL
GABLE. She heels by the hand of God. Remember there
As We probed deeper into his
is a lucky charm that hes been blessed by the Saints of 'past ring history, Walcott gave
Jerusalem given free with each visit.
the image of a kid who had
deparied from his first pair of
skates because they had "hot
boxed." It goes without saying, that the ring veteran of
natiocal fame was recapitulating flashes of some of his
gloridis ring years.
JeeSey Joe calls the conquering of the "Cincinnati
Manhattan Bowling Balls
(Ezzard Charles) for
Crown PrInc• & Swing•ter Shirts & Blous•s

HORIZON

Buy Your 1962

Former LeMoynite
In Talent Contest
Al Shaw Air Base

1958 Buick
Road Master 75

MOBILE ALUMINATED

From Us

LEONARD McTYER Co.

HULL-DOBBS
NEW FORD

NOTICE....MOVING VAN

Private party moving to Memphis, Tenn.
' would like a truck load of furniture
ANDREW'S MOTOR CO. moved from Chicago, III., to Memphis,
JA 7 5646
Tenn., on your return trip to Memphis
711 Union Ave.
from Chicago.

CASH'
CITY FINANCE

AGENTS AND DEALERS'

REV. SISTER GABLE

WANTED....

CLEARBORN DRIVE-IN

TO SELL
THE MID-SOUTH'S MOST
PROGRESSIVE WEEKLY

740 South Parkway East

THE
TRI-STATE DEFENDER

er

ATTENTION, BOWLERS!

MAKE BIG MONEY---

Complete Line Of Bowling Supplies & Eq u,pm ent
Trophies For All Occosion•

W. E.(Bill) Anderson

EXECUTIVE
AND WHITEHEAD
Construction
FAMILY & Sales Co.
of

WISH TO
RENT
LOVELY
HOUSE IN
MEMPHIS

CALL
IA 6-8391

JACK HUBBARD BOWLER'S SUPPLY

"the
world

THE NEW TRI—STATE DEFENDER

'Gilbey's,
please"

COMING TO ME:

iltamses,
swoon

Home Phone
JA 6-2070

State ______ Zone

Telephone number

Gilbey's Distilled London Dry Gin. 90 Proof. 100% Grain Neutral Spirits. W & A.
Gilboy, Ltd, Cincinnati, 0. Distributed by National Distillers Products Company.

I was flat on my
bock suff•ring from
on incurable Ill
Th•r• wen; no 50 p •
until I heard of and
.ow R•v.51•t•r GobI•
th• Indio, h ea l•r.
Thank God for h•r, I
orn well.

I woo unsoce•stul
I n mortistg• end sew
p•rated for year..
On• .,.it with Roe..
Sleter Gehl* and we
ore bank f•g•th•r
and vary happy.

You will get a free lucky cross that has been blessed
by the Saints of Jerusalem at no extra charge. She will
give you a lucky number.
So drive a little ways for the help that you need, sad
see how it pays if there is God's help on this earth to
be found, you can get it through REV. SISTER GABLE.
Many have turned to her, so you must too. Remember, by
the hand of God, all things are possible.

Hours 7:00 A.M. to 11:00 P.M. Daily and Sunday
Read for both White& Colored, No Appointment Necessary
Private and Confidential Reading in her own Home.

Home Address
City

hove had hard luck
end b••n under evil
influonc• for many
yoare. I could not
hold a job, but on•
visit to R•v. SJstior
Goble and I hav• a
ineady job and f••1.
log fin..

You'll BlessTho Day You Visited REV.SISTER GABLE
So Come And Be Blessed At Her Temple
Donations Only

My Name

In

Home Repairs

SATISFACTION IS
OUR SPECIALTY

START

agrees
on

All Types of

Bus Phones
358-08B4
357-7461

SEND FOR INFORMATION
TODAY

"Your Bowling Equipment H•oelquottere"
2975 Lamar
FA 7.5122

is available
To Serve Friends
and Patrons
In the Best of

Call JAckson 6-8397

Rev. Sister Gable is located permanently 1 1 7 miles from
City Limits of Collierville, Tennessee on
HWY. 12, EAST OF TOWN ON HOLLY SPRINGS ROAD
Look for cross in front of her House Trailer Home
Transportation from Memphis to Rev. Vs. Gable
Take the Yellow Cab Bus to Collierville.

Start selling today- In your community,
neighborhood or home town
•

SEASON STARTS

WeRmeoRAufffir JUNE 22 THU OCT. 16th
Arkansas

RAIN OR CLEAR
POST TIME — 7:45 P.M.
ACRES OF FREE PARKING
ADMISSION 25

NIGHTLY EXCEPT SUNDAY

SUMMER HOME OF

GREYHOUND CHAMPIONS

Southland Greyhound Park
AmER1CA 3 NEWEST & FINEST TRACK

ON HI-WAY 4

MATINEE
RACES
EVERY
SATURDAY
POST TIME
1:30 P.M.
Admission - 25'

•:

rage I

1)Ek ftlDISK

SATURDAY, JUNE 30, 1962

30411M4alinta Anna C.byf Cooke
Vacationers are on the go had found him to be one of
as summer is issued in with the most outstanding lawyers
fin weather. In Jackson for he had met.
several days during their va- Morrow received his bache- By CARLOTTA WATSON
ation period were Mr. and lor's degree from Lane college Musing:
Mrs. Clyde Currie from their and his law degree from Bos- Talk not to me.
home in Denver, Colo.
ton university. After graduaJacksonians, as well as the tion he was sworn in before Of a name great in story,
Lane college family were hap- the Supreme Court to practice For the days of our youth.
py to welcome the Lane grad- law in Tennessee after
passing Are the days of our glory
uates. Currie is doing research the bar. He is now making the And the myrtle and ivy.
at the University of Colorado Air Force a career. Statione
d Of sweet two and twenty
while his wife teaches in a in Japan, Capt. Morrow is to Are worth all the garlands
Denver public school. He has return to the U. S. in Decem- However SO plenty.
begun work on his Ph. D. de- ber.
Byron.
gree on fellowship at the same CHURCH NEWS
Dear Carlotta:
institution.
I
am
urging my parents to
Sunday, June 17 was a high
Miss Blanch Mitchell, also a day at Beech Grove
CME let me live my own life, even
graduate of Lane, was the church in Pinson, T
though
I
may make mistakes.
e nn.,
house guest of her aunt and where the Rev. Lawrenc La- But they are forever saying "I
e
uncle, Dr. and Mrs. W. R. Bell, nier is pastor. A combination don't want you to get hurt,
last week. She came from Phil- of Father's day and Children dear,"
's
adelphia, where she is employ- Day was observed. The regular They insist on giving
me
BIRTHDAY PARTY — All 13. All guests had as much Reed. Anthony
with
ed
the
public
library.
She Sunday school session was un- what they call the benefit of
and Clarice ia and Victor Robinson. Con.
the tiny tots in the neigh- fun as Maurice. seen in cen- Thompson, Willie Williamis
the
sister
of
Tri-Stat
our
e der the direction of Preston their "experience." What can
nie and Mark Seals, Portia
borhood answered the call to ter wearing hal. Present for son, Arthur Berry,
Fran- and Albert Porter. Bobbie Defender news carrier, Earl Lancaster, general chairman I do? I have finished high
help Maurice Rene Stone,
h e party
were Walter chot Neilson. Joe and Patri- Harris. Earl M. Shaw,
Mitchell
.
school, and I feel that I am now
for the day
Jr.,
SOD of Dr. and Mrs. Herman
Slack. Sharon Eppse. Clinton, cia Hunt, Jimette and Jere Ernest Odell
Mrs. Gracie Hurst is a
The men's chorus was di- a man. Ed.
Boyd. Kenneth
Stone, jr., celebrate his third Phyllis and Earnest Carter. Spicer. Bernard Brooks,
An- Meeks, Elsie Cooke and proud grandmother and left rected by Prof. Charles Smith. Dear Ed:
birthday in Jackson on June Gregory Bether, Denic• ne and Thelma Berry,
immediately after hearing the
Following the church serv- It is agreed that experience
GlorMichael Hughes.
good news that her daughter, ice the children renslired a is that for which men pay
Marquita, was blessed with a program under the direction dearest, yet, if young fellows
baby girl in Chattanooga.
of Clarence Steel, co-chairman would only realize, it's to be
Mrs. Bertha Collins has re-rethe day, of which Miss had for the asking, free . . .
turned from her vacation and Grace Pack served as mistress from old folk who have been
resumed her duties as summer of ceremonies. Dinner was "through the mill."
instructor at one of the city's served at 2 p.m. on the church
Use your own mind, yes, btv
playgrounds. She visited Wash- lawn under the old oak trees, I also suggest that if you will
ington, D.C., Baltimore and after which Rev. M. H. Bur- accept even a part of the adNew York City and reported nett, Presiding Elder of the vice offered to you by your
a most delightful trip.
North Jackson District held parents, even though you are
a man, you will be saving
FORMER JACKSONIAN
his quarterly conference.
APPOINTED
Delegates were elected to yourself much worry and sufEnus M. Moss, formerly of the District Conference to con- fering.
Madison county, has been ap- vene July 4 - 6 at Mt. PleasAlso you may be able to use
the time getting further ahead,
pointed entry clerk in the U.S. ant.
•
Customs Office in Memphis. At 3 p.m. Prof. L. R. Cun- instead of "profiting and corNEWLY-DECORATED
BARBER LAKE AGENTS WANTED
and Horse- BARBEE TAKE - Fishing and Horse- He is the first Negro to serve ningham served as master of recting some of your
misKlondike area. Couple
APARTME
with one
NTS'
or
back riding, 5106 Horn Lake Rd. back riding,
5108
Horn Lake Rd. there. Moss is married to the ceremonies for a call
two ch I re . Near bus and school
EX 19.1058.
to wor- takes."
EX 13406810 WOMEN •
10 MEN
y 795 N. Claybrook.
former Miss Edna Wayne Wal- ship. Rev. William H. Hughes, Not only you, but I would
apply
CILER0 FALLS
MOVING
Heatlna Service - Water Mestere ker of Madison county and instructor of religion at Lane suggest to every young fellow
HELP WANTED
FULLER PRODUCTS
Wail Heater - Repaired and Installed. they are the parents of four college delivered the message. to value his parents and to
Plc-up Payment on Prench Provin15 GOOD WORKERS
Residential Plpind All
429 South Main
cial B. R. Suit (I white) 11 cherry) teed. Licensed - 1626 Work Outran. children. Both taught in Mad- on -Man's Role in a Changing
P011 or part time In marnonla. Bann
So. Third St.
2 pc Living H. Suit - 6 on. Cherry
postcard with mane, addrese. ane
Phone XVII 6-0044
ison county before they moved World." Over $500 was raised
D.
R.
Stilt
tal•prione So Via- LU le I. StretFrench Provincial
roe SALE
Stereo
- Brit Point Air Conditioner
to Memphis. He taught at When Children's Day was
ford One.
FURNITU
RE
Beautiful
Walnut
finished,
Be. from 6 PM. to 10 P M.
Spinet
JNP Furniture Company
T1.1(.660N. 45109048
BILLS PRESSING
Owen college before entering held at Berean Baptist retype Plano.
2451 Park Aye.
884 No. Idlewild.
government service.
11111 Rad Glace
cently, all children were inFA 7-7884
L
E T 135 consolidate your bills,
070 Weekly buy. complete house
Four East High school stu- vited to dinner with the pasCI
f rrniturePRIGIDARIC. ELEC, RANGE REAL
Prise
post due or not, into on• low payTransportation
to dents
Store. Ask for Paul or Jim.
are participating in the tor, Rev. A. L. Campbell.
Bargain. 2 new uohol. S on. it,. rm.
ment due, you con afford. Gom
stria MOM each 3 pc new teak walnut
POSITION WANTED
Tri-State Summer Study Skill
nishment• avold•d.
auit• with Inner spring matt h box
$90 Weekly Earnings Experienced
TV BARGAIN
Program
soling Inc. $141996. Solid mahogany
Knoxvill
college.
at
NEWPOR
e
Five
Isle
T,
Wight
of
College
Repossessed Console TV,. Take
—
Grad. De21-inch RCA commie TV. New olc Age 36 - 45. Wen School Education.
up Notes.
If YOU OWE
JNP Puurniture Co. They are Rebecca Taylor, Ger- (UPI) — "Can you help me?"
tube saur. 1 year 9149 95. 7 pc.tin Men glib sales experience preferred sires clerk typist
FA 7-78841
or P.B.X.
aldine Newberry, Lawrence S. cried the man telephoning the
rei• group $149.95 used. Reg. UN 95 Must oe neat In appearance. Cat 11
PAY AS LOW AS
1ge cedar robe $59 96 Retries. $49 95 Neceprery. Able to furnish Bone.
Position WH2-3017
3 Ronnie Ind Bath- Water pd. Hot Williams and George Beaman. Newport police station. "I've
ilk up
water. Rear.
PROMOTION TO
PARK AVENUE FURNITURE
East High is one of the pilot been trapped by a goat and 51,0011
$l 5 per we•k
906 Teath
3,4 6-8045
Emrfax 7-3607
$2,000
QUALIFIED MEN
525 per week
schools being studied by the can't get to work."
Represent "Wonderful
2506 PARK
$3,000
RfinTrIP Ind Rath - Water pd. Clas State
W Ile to P.O. B02 311 — 01,Ina
535
p•r wuk
Board of Education. Policemen rushed t o the
Cavoy Cosmetics"
Heat JA 6-8045.
Details
Students were selected on the telephone booth where the I o Not a Loon —No Co-Sign•rs Or
Your spare hour. can earn
real
money! Send brief resume to P0
1956 MERCURY
HOUSE FULLSPECIAL
kri RHIC•O13, personal. business. Ron
basis of Achievement Level. man was caught, captured a Security Need•d
Four-door, Power Enuipment:
172. Memphis, for free vernple
They come In three colors, 1 color
take
7 pe.. L.R. Suite, 5 pc. B.R.
and details
O p notes. Phone 682 6134 - After
Sponsor of the program is goat butting its head against
11.7$ for MO, 2 color $2.14 for 350
430
CREDIT ADVISORS, INC.
P.M.
UM% 5 pc. Dinette State,
1 color $ 223 for 250, There •re
the
United
Presbyterian the booth door and freed the 310 D•rrnon Bldg.
15
styles,
Tb•
Ph 527.8377
•nreinpee are the same
Refelg•rat•r, Store. NO
SAVE
Church
with
55$
So,
the
—
aim
studyof
Thotiravie of Holes
price. Free samples and Into, mitten
man.
YES
st whales.* send
MONEY DOWN $2.90per Wk.
,serict Ae for handilne
00 irefundahlm ing and teaching
milling
and
study
skills
Or large Illustrated casing. Armone•
TMS
lb-sneer M. Harrison. 10308
QUALITY FURNITURE
User. IC
ot California. p 0. gay Dm !
inn, in English, mathematics, arts
Paso, Iexas
SPACE IS
wood, California.
& APPLIANCE
and
crafts
and
library
usage.
FOR
RH 84993
FOR SATE
TYPISTSI HliMEWIJRKERSI MAKE The students were accompa
n1294 S. La•d•rdal• St.
AN
mane) at botnel Mailer.. 2 MattSires 18 sk 20. Bhne• - Sine
ied by Madison County Superson.
818. Priced very cheap.
ADVERTISER
GREENCASTLE, INDIANA
084 Na. Idlewild,
visor, Mrs. S. W. Beasley and
her husband, Prof. S. W. Beasley, principal of East High
school.
RECEIVES COMMENDATION
Mrs. S. Morrow who resides
254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET — JAckson
on Stonewall St., has just re6-2523
ceived a copy of a letter written to her son, Capt. Samuel
P. Morrow, jr., of the United
States Aid Force. The letter,
from Maj. Morris B. Fox, U.S.
A.F., State Judge Advocate,
said in part that Capt. Morrow
had worked with him serving
as Assistant Staff Judge Advocate from Dec. 1960 and he

Advertise In The Want-Ad Section
Call

JAckson 6-8397

3 Lines For 2. Weeks

.70

3 MEN

SALESMEN AND
SALESWOMEN WANTED

YMCA
LEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOV!

1. Must have a car
2. Must be a go-getter

JAckson 6-8397

CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defenier

Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

ICICEJP"JE1\T311:10031Ft

Call CA. 5-5656

JOIN TODAY!
THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS

I.

2.

3.

4

The New Tri-State Defender
235 South Wellington Sheet

TRI-STATE
DEFENDER
CLASSIFIED
•
ADS
HAVE
PULLING •
POWER

AK SCHARFF BRANCH

—.-

—0—
We need capable and aggress
ive display advertising salesmen and salesw
omen to work in advertising field with experie
nce and ability to
sell. You must be a (Go
-Getter). Good starting
rates, wage progreQqion
and merit increases.

strive to get close to them .
not away, for life is uncertain,
and the day may come when
you would give anything you
have for the touch of a vanished hand and the sound of a
voice that is still.
Make use of this philosophy
until you have been able to
hammer out one of your CISV13.

19 Dormitory Rooms: — Clean,
Comfortable, Modern Furniture,
Private Bath — Clean Wash Rooms
— Showers . .
Weekly Rates: $5 — $10
Modern Swimming Pool — Year
Round Swimming: 75130 ft. —
Diving — Swimming — Wading
Sections. Underwater Lighting —
Beautiful Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating.
Regulatior Gym Equipped with
Stag... Spectator. Section with
1200 sealing capacity — For
Leagues, Tournament; Cornpetat
ive
Matches. CI
Bowing — Cornmunity Programs
7 I urge Club Rooms, Club
Meetings — Classes
Forums
—
Conferences
TOSS — Sociek

JOIN THE "V" TODAY:
ANNUAL RATES $7

-s10 -$25

MADAM BELL

REUBEN
WASHINGTON
Blues For Breakfast
4 to 630 A:M:

(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Missis
sippi State Line. MADAM BELL
ie
back after a long time of being
away
and at last she is back to stay in
her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in had health: Are you discouraged'
If any of these are your problems, come let MADA
M
BELL advise you at once. She will read life
to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you
why
your job or business is not a success. If you have
fail
ed in the rest come see MAI/AM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Missisgippi sla te Line on the way to
Hernando. Her home
is 2 blocks below where She used
to stay right aside
the DeSolo Motel. Be sure to look for the RED BRICK
HOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
never had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whltehaven State Line
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
MADAM BELL'S HAND SIGN.

HUNKY DORY
6:30 to 5:30 & 11 to 12 30

TRY
ONE
DAY
•
CALL

0
GOLDEN GIRL

CANE COLE
12 30 to 1:30 & 3 to 6

WLOK
1480

JACKSON
6-8397

